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ABSTRACT
AND THEIR EYES WERE OPENED:
A STUDY IN THE SPIRITUAL FORMATION
BENEFITS OFWEEKLY WORD AND TABLE WORSHIP
by
Joseph L. Boysel
This quaHtative, phenomenological study sought to evaluate the spiritual
formation impact ofweekly Word and Table worship upon Christian congregants. The
historic pattem ofChristian worship follows a two-part service in fourmovements. In
Christian worship the faithful gather, listen to the reading and proclamation of the Word,
give thanks and feast around the Lord's Table, and depart with a commission to go into
the world as living members of the body ofChrist. While biblical exegesis, historic
liturgy, sacramental theology, and a theology ofpreaching all informed the study, the
main purview of the research rested in the domain of spiritual formation. In other words
this project sought to understand the spiritualformation effect of a particular worship
paradigm upon a particular congregation.
Several sources provided background for the study. First, the Emmaus Road
passage in Luke's Gospel offered clear indications of a biblical model for Christian
worship. Second, the theological tradition further buttressed the prominence and power
inherent in both preaching and the sacrament for Christian worshippers. Finally, the
spiritual formation literature brought continuity to the research.
The study focused on one particular congregation�the Faith Lutheran Church of
Lexington, Kentucky�and concluded that their weekly worship, centered around faithful
preaching and Eucharistic participation, resulted in positive spiritual development for its
congregants. While the qualitative nature of the study lacked the generalizability
component common in quantitative research, a reasonable outcome from this study might
conclude that no plausible rationale exists for congregations to reject this weekly
paradigm and plenteous reasons exist for embracing it.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Background
The following prayer sets the context in which Anglicans gather for worship:
Almighty God, to you all hearts are open, all desires known, and from you
no secrets are hid: Cleanse the thoughts ofour hearts by the inspiration of
your Holy Spirit, that we may perfectly love you, and worthily magnify
your holy Name; through Christ our Lord. Amen. {Book ofCommon
Prayer 1979 355)
The prayer expresses well the ancient Christian practice of coming to worship for
two reasons: first to offer praise to God, and second to be fransformed by God. Naturally,
many people assume the former precedes the latter not only in significance but also in
sequence. In other words, few people would argue with the self-evident claim that
Christians go to worship primarily to praise God, and seek inner, spiritual transformation
(sanctification) only as a corollary. Nevertheless, such notions do not comport with
Anglican spirituality, nor with the long history ofChristian liturgy.
The act of coming to worship does in fact manifest a human response to God's
revelation and as such represents a tangible offering. The Collect for Purity�^the prayer
previously quoted�reminds Christian worshippers that in order to offer anything to God
(at least anything worthy ofGod's holiness) theymust find inner fransformation first. In
other words, worshippers pray, "cleanse the thoughts ofour hearts" in order to "worthily
magnify" God's holy name. Consequently, while praise ofGod precedes human
transformation in terms of significance, praise of God does not proceed human
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transformation in terms of chronology. Only those persons with pure hearts can offer
praise properly.
Unfortunately, worship in the Westem world continues to evolve into anything
but a sanctifying encounter. Ironically, evangelical churches frequently embody this
worship evolution. Over a decade ago, Gary M. Burge described the anguish with which
many serious evangelicals struggle. He notes, "Something is missing. My friends bravely
announce the certainty of evangelical orthodoxy, but somewhere the mystery ofGod has
been lost" (22). He went on to pinpoint the locus of the absent mystery stating
emphatically, "[NJowhere is this pain felt more deeply than in the context ofworship"
(22). In recent years the landscape of evangelical worship has opened wider to reveal a
great spiritual chasm, and the effects of this earthquake are both deep and devastating.
A cursory exploration of the evangelical liturgical landscape reveals Burge' s
reason for identifying the context ofworship as the source of the abyss. Evangelicals
attend church expecting to meet God in worship and (rightly) expect their proximity with
the divine to result in personal fransformation. Nonetheless, Burge claims that
evangelicals continue to feel as if something essential is missing. Michael Horton notes,
"In our day there is a frantic search for the sacred, for a touch from God, for experience
of the transcendent" (121). Regrettably, many devout persons in evangelical churches
frequently leave corporate worship feeling devoid of any significant divine encounter.
Hence, while the setting ofweekly corporate worship presumes a context of spiritual
formation derived from the worshipper's closeness with the Almighty, many people
depart the great congregation bereft of an encounter with God. Furthermore, the absence
of divine contact serves to negate (or at least minimizes) the effectiveness ofworship in
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advancing the quality of the congregants' spiritual lives while also robbing God of glory.
Inmy own spiritual joumey, I remember coming to a point where I felt exactly
like those persons Burge mentioned. I desired a deeper, more mystical encounter with
God. I felt as if evangelical worship intentionally reduced the mystery ofGod in order to
focus exclusively on human accomplishments. The net result of such worship left me
searching for something more substantial inmy life.
In spite ofmy existential angst, I did not completely disparage the worshipping
tradition I experienced inmy evangelical conmiunity, the Church of the Nazarene.
Instead, a hunger characterized my worship life. I longed for something more substantial.
I sensed not only the possibility of satisfying this indescribable absence, but also the
unlikely chance it occurring inmy current worshipping community. Eventually, I
identified the Eucharist as the missing element in my church's worship life that promised
the transcendence I sought. As this longing tumed into a quest, I met several people who
shared my plight. Surprisingly, I also met other Christians simultaneously exiting
sacramental communions for churches like mine. I began to think that while the
sacramental life offered much promise, perhaps the sacrament alone was not sufficient to
satisfy.
In order to compensate for the vacuum I experienced, I started attending an early
service at the local Episcopal Church (TEC). Following mass, I retumed home to gather
my wife and yoimg sons and attend Sunday school and worship at the Nazarene Church.
Horton points to the surprising commonality ofmy experience among Bible-believing
Christians. He writes, "[Sjcores of younger evangelicals, many of them prominent, have
left for Eastem Orthodoxy or Roman Catholicism, in an effort to find something that
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transcends the shallow narcissism of cultural Christianity" (225). The abyss Burge
noticed a decade ago has become an ever-widening chasm among evangeHcals desperate
for divine mystery.
Undoubtedly, many people might wonder why I did not simply go to TEC and
stop attending the Nazarene church altogether, like those persons Horton mentioned. One
reason rested upon my opinion that TEC lacked a different essential spiritual ingredient:
spiritual sustenance drawn firom the Word ofGod. I am not suggesting TEC failed to
offer a sermon. Clergy persons preached sermons, and the liturgy provided plenteous
readings from the HolyWrit. In fact, often the Bible enjoys more prominence in Anglican
churches than it does in Evangelical ones. The Bible serves as the basis for the entire
Anglican liturgy. Nonetheless, in my experience clergy persons often freated the
Scriptures like an aged, demented family member in that they loved and cherished the
Bible but never freated it with the seriousness requisite an unparalleled source of
authority. Indeed the Episcopal clergy persons venerated the Bible as containing wisdom
but almost never showed any consideration of it as a source of spiritual authority. Worse
yet, the Episcopal clergy I encountered seemed to find great pleasure in demythologizing
the stories, disregarding the imperatives, and even debunking Scripture as out of touch
with the modem world in their sermons.
The biblical heterodoxy I experienced in TEC represents more thanmy anecdotal
evidence. Many theologians, including scores of scholars within TEC as well as those
from other Anglican churches, have levied the same charges. For instance, in 2005 five
Anglican archbishops from around the world spoke of the "dire state of the Christian
Faith within the Episcopal Church in the United States ofAmerica" resulting from
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"departures from [the] genuine, apostolic Christian faith" (Anglican Mission in America).
Not surprisingly, then, I found that TEC offered a strange juxtaposition ofmystery and
Enlightenment-driven rationality.
Eventually two polar opposites existed for me. One church offered a beautifiil,
sacramental mystery while the other championed the witness ofbiblical preaching, but
neither church offered both. Notwithstanding the religious quandary in which I found
myself, I knew my attendance at two churches could not continue indefinitely. I needed
something different from both faith communities. While new difficulties arose frommy
disjointed worship life my participation in the two worshipping fraditions greatly added
to my sense of spiritual well-being. Through distinctive contributions of the respective
churches, I began to sense a deeper relationship with the Lord.
I have since discovered that my experience is not unique. Surprisingly, this
existential vacuum manifests most acutely in those persons arduously pursuing the
practice of religion. Going to church, reading the Bible, and praying offer no guarantee
against spiritual anxiety. Furthermore, the typical evangelical Christian feeling this
spiritual emptiness may even supplement his or her life with other spiritual helps such as
Sunday school, radio and television teachings, and socialization with like-minded
believers. Still, they may sense that something remains missing. When this angst
becomes noticeable, many people commonly seek, as I did, spiritual sustenance by
embarking on a quest. The gnawing angst leads people to look for something that will
satisfy. Frequently, when a person exhausts the religious resources of their own Christian
fradition, they may look to another faith fradition for help. This exploration ofother
religious communities rarely indicates a condemnation of a person's own tradition;
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rather, these Christian pilgrims merely seek to expand the possibilities of locating
contentment.
The troubling sense of an unidentifiable lack represents a particularly disturbing
spiritual condition. A fitting analogymight liken the spiritual anguish to a physiological
one. For instance some physical conditions create inexplicable hunger cravings, such as
dogs eating grass or people (usually pregnant women) with pica cravings that create a
desire to eat dirt, clay, hair spray, laundry detergent, or other such non-food items. In
these cases, a person feels an absence without sufficient knowledge to meet the need so
they simply grasp at whatever seems right at the time. Likewise, while the outward
actions of a person with a spiritual longing might appear bizarre to onlookers, this
yearning often manifests in a very similar fashion. Humans are embodied spirits and soul
yearnings can no more remain suppressed than can hunger pangs.
Robert E. Weber identifies this torment bymusing, "Why would I, the son of a
Baptistminister, become an Episcopalian?" and again, "Why would I . . . risk
misunderstanding and put my career in possible jeopardy to follow my heart?"
{Evangelicals on the Canterbury Trail 11). The obvious rejoinder to Weber would point
out the inextricable link between risk and reward. One only takes risks if he or she
believes the reward outweighs the danger. Certainly, some people take great risks that
seem foolish. Psychological professionals label this behavior self-destructive. However,
the same professionals would likewise claim that the source ofmuch self-destructive
behavior lies in a subconscious desire to find help (Hackney and Cormier 1 57).
Consequently, even the seemingly nonsensical behavior of self-inflicted harm can at
times maintain a semi-rational basis in that oftentimes self-destructive behavior rests in
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the hope of liberation from some personal struggle.
AssumingWeber possessed no psychological impediment, his inquiry regarding
his religious choices sheds considerable light onto this study. In a hierarchy ofhuman
needs, friendships and financial stability (security) are among the most basic ofhuman
needs. Weber's willingness to risk friends and job demonstrates that his religious
longings went beyond naive fantasy. His interest exceeded the green grass from the lawn
next door. Indeed a spiritual gap opened in his life and he felt this missing element was
critical to his sense ofwellness. Weber's decision to risk misunderstanding and monetary
security reveals the power of spiritual desire for wholeness-the desire for shalom.
Weber knew that his greatest problem lay in perception. He never considered
seriously the likelihood that his friends would understand and accept his decision as a
reflection of spiritual maturity. Moreover, he feared his trajectory also might offer
implied criticism ofhis Evangelical faith community. No matter how irmocent, such an
indirect disparagement fi-equently gives way to misinterpretation and uneasiness between
friends. Church members might label people like Weber as fickle and capricious. Perhaps
these reactions stem from a lack of true appreciation for the intemal conflict.
Nevertheless, if a person does come to the point, as Weber did, that the need becomes
identifiable and the need can be met through another Christian worshipping tradition,
then the suggested criticism becomes ever more divisive and the rifl ofmisunderstanding
widens even further.
Evangelical Christians who crave spiritual nutrient from sacramental sources face
a serious dilemma: they can admit the interior longings and search for fulfillment or try to
ignore the pain and possibly find themselves behaving bizarrely.
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Problem
The question remains whether spiritual anemia presents a systemic problem in the
evangelical church. A natural objection contends that evangelicalism remains alive and
well around the globe. Many evangelicals will likely deplore the notion that their
tradition leaves its congregants spiritually starved. Indeed, some will likely argue that the
evangelical church, rather than showing signs ofmortality, exhibits strong signs of life.
Indeed, the argument of evangelical spiritual vibrancymay appear to have merit if one
considers the church's growth rate. One web site claims, "The church has grown more in
the 20th century than in all the previous 19 centuries since the time ofChrist combined"
(Stats on Generous Giving). The site goes on to say, "While mainline Protestant
denominations [in the United States] continued to lose members in 2005 and 2006,
evangelical Protestant churches continued to grow."
Notwithstanding this assertion, the question remains whether or not church
growth statistics necessarily correlate to spiritual health and well-being of individual
congregants. Christian A. Schwarz writes, "There is an imspoken assumption within the
church growth movement that 'growing congregations' are automatically 'good
churches,'" but he asks, "[I]s this equation accurate?" (20). Obviously, church growth
(and decline) offers potential insights into a congregation's life, but the notion of
associating church growth with spiritual formation lacks substantial support in the
literature. Ifpopularity defined healthy spiritual development then Islam and other
cultural spiritual fads would become just as viable an option as Christianity. Conversely,
Christian spirituality defies the notion ofpopularity as indicative of either divine approval
or human well-being. Eugene H. Peterson writes, "The biblical fact is that there are no
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successful churches" and only the "religious shopkeepers" think otherwise (Working the
Angles 2).
Leaving statistical analysis as the primary indicator of church health, I tum to a
discipline more suited to the language ofquality: spiritual formation. Spiritual formation
seeks to grapple with the entire process of inner spiritual transformation. Two main
assumptions drive the field of study. First, people are spiritually pliable. Humans can
change. The second assumption stipulates an extant process ofhuman spiritual
development as already ongoing. People are already in the process of transformation.
Dallas Willard states, "Terrorists as well as saints are the outcomes of spiritual
formation" (19). The church must not neglect its role in this formation process. Of
particular interest to this study is the role the Sunday service plays in the spiritual
formation process.
Spiritual Formation
Positive spiritual formation offers the hope of living a qualitatively better life, or
in the words ofN. T. Wright, such formation offers the hope of living a "tmly human"
life (Challenge 172). Unfortunately, the promise appears to linger in a somewhat
convoluted state, as Christians simply caimot of their own volition make themselves
better. Spiritual well-being takes more than an act ofhuman will. Indeed, spiritual
formation speaks of the change that God brings in and to the human by a sheer act of
grace. Put another way, Christlikeness "arises out of an inner transformation
accomplished through purposive interaction with the grace ofGod in Christ" (Willard
22). God's ability coupled with human availability brings about a particular change.
Willard' s definition makes abundantly clear the Lord has offered humanity the
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means or conduits by which they can be conformed into the likeness of Jesus and
equipped to live the tmly human lifeWright mentioned above. Fittingly, theologians call
these conduits "means of grace." In his sermon by the same title, John Wesley identifies
the proper avenues of grace as the "outward means [Christ uses] for conveying his grace
into the souls ofmen" (Works Vol. 5: 185). Hence, despite the inability ofpeople to form
themselves spiritually, it does not follow syllogistically that individual Christians remain
impotent in respect to their own spiritual well-being. Richard J. Foster writes, "The
[classical spiritual] Disciplines allow us to place ourselves before God so that he can
transform us" (Celebration 6). Accordingly, a person's inability to enact a particular
change does not absolve him or her of responsibility. Christians may and should follow
the disciplines as a means ofplacing themselves into advantageous positions for growth
and development.
Peterson draws an analogy between Christian placement of themselves before
God and the middle voice ofverbs in Greek grammar. In the middle voice, a person does
not initiate an action but nonetheless participates in the action of the verb:
[Christian] prayer and spirituality feature participation, the complex
participation ofGod and the human, his will and ours. We do not abandon
ourselves to the stream of grace [nor do we] pull the strings that activate
God's operations in our lives. We neither manipulate God (active voice)
nor are manipulated by God (passive voice). We are involved in the action
and participate in its results but do not control or define it (middle voice).
(Contemplative Pastor 104)
Instead of framing the issue of spiritual formation as either God's work or human
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responsibility, Christians should see spiritual formation as a result ofhumans
purposefully placing themselves before God's transformative grace. Most Christians seek
this middle voice participation primarily through church attendance.
The Gathered Church
The simple act of gathering as the Church should bring about positive spiritual
formation in Christian worshippers regardless of the liturgical elements present. Indeed,
Jesus promised that whenever Christians gather in his name he would be in their midst
(Matt. 18:20). Likewise, he promised to accompany the Church to the very "end of the
age" (Matt. 28:20). The Gospels teach that the Church will never "be left as orphans," but
will experience the Father's promise in the coming of the -rrapaKXriToc; {paracletos, i.e.,
helper) who will "be with [the Church] forever" (John 14). St. John Chrysostom echoes
this promise in a prayer attributed to him:
Almighty God, you have given us grace at this time with one accord to
make our common supplication to you; and you have promised through
your well-beloved Son that when two or three are gathered together in his
Name you will be in the midst of them: Fulfill now, O Lord, our desires
and petitions as may be best for us; granting us in this world knowledge of
your truth, and in the age to come life everlasting. Amen. (Bookof
Common Prayer 1979 102)
The allusion to Jesus' promise appears to strengthen the notion that proximity to God
through the gathered worshipping community stands as the primary act ofhuman
participation in spiritual formation.
Peterson likewise appears to advance the concept of the equality of all Christian
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gatherings when he writes ofAnnie Dillard's search for God in church. Despite the
unflattering description of the rural church at Tinker Creek, he says, "Dillard goes
an3way" {Contemplative Pastor 83). She goes because she reahzes a person "can no
more go to God alone than to the [South] pole alone" (83). Christians need a worshipping
community even if it lacks essential elements.
Nevertheless, despite the concept that the gathered Church stands as a strong,
spiritually formative means of grace, the question remains as to whether all Christian
assemblies provide the same measure of grace. Similarly, the connection between the
gathered church and Christian worship demands attention.
Christian Worship
Christian worship centers historically on coming into God's presence through
prayer, the proclamation of Scripture, and the observance of the Lord's Supper. While
other gatherings may offer a means of grace, gathering as a praying community around
Word and Table provides whatWesley called "the chiefmeans of grace" {Works 5: 188)
and what Anglicans call "the principle act ofChristian worship" {Book ofCommon
Prayer 1979 13). Horton notes, "At the heart of the Reformation was a practical renewal
ofpreaching and [original emphasis] sacrament as the divinely ordained means of grace"
(157). Accordingly, four Christian fiiends gathering at a local pub hardly rises to the
same level as would the same four fiiends gathered around the proclamation of the Word
and the Lord's Supper. The fiiends' conversation at the pub may offer helpfiil guidance
and it may serve as a spiritually formative conversation, but it is not worship. Similarly,
unless Christians preach and (sacramentally) feast in their respective churches, their
actions probably amount to little more than previouslymentioned pub gathering.
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Returning to Burge' s article, the lack of regular divine encounters among
evangelicals suggests the absence of one or both of these key elements as a possible
reason worship stands as the locus for the purported spiritual deficiency. Perhaps
evangelicals are missing God at church because that which they commonly describe as
worship lacks the essential elements necessary for Christian worship. Ironically, while
the Worship Wars within evangelicalism of the past two decades focused largely on
music, essential liturgical ingredients went largely ignored (20-27).
The most obvious reason evangelicals might describe their church gatherings as
devoid ofGod's presence lies in the conspicuous absence of the Eucharist. Indeed, the
sacrament's absence in evangelical worship precludes any discussion ofChrist's real
presence. Speaking specifically of the lack ofEucharistic celebration in Christian
churches, Horton says, "As with preaching, if this [sacramental] encounter with the Good
Shepherd is lacking, the sheep will look for other means of nourishment" (159). While
evangelical churches have demonstrated great success in finding ways to draw non
believers into their worship gatherings, the same congregations seem to have opened a
back door through which established Christians frequently exit.
Notwithstanding the lack of sacramental encounter, a person should expect
contact with God happens in evangelical churches through the proclamation ofScripture.
After all, evangelicals do preach. Marva Dawn argues against such suppositions,
however. She claims that in many churches "proclaiming the gospel is being reduced
these days to consumerist and competitive marketing terms" (147) in order to grow larger
congregations. In her words, congregations are getting "fatter, but not sfronger" (147).
Dawn is not alone in her despair. Likewise, many homileticians are decrying the present
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state ofpreaching in the church. Instead of feeding their flocks from the Word, Mike
Graves argues that many Christian preachers seem content to pepper their flocks with
sermons focusing "almost exclusively on human behavior . . . and as a result the center of
our solar system becomes us" (110). He goes on to say, "In the move from text to sermon
we all too frequently leave God out of the homiletical equation" (110). While mainline
Protestant churches stand equally guilty of these charges, the nature of the complaint
becomes particularly problematic among evangelicals in that preaching represents a
disproportionate means of grace among their churches.
In conclusion, Burge' s argument of a great chasm opening in the lives ofmany
evangelical Christians appears not only to have merit, but the absence of the two primary
means of grace in evangelical worship (Word and Table) fiirther provides a rationale for
the discontent. Evangelicals are not alone in their quest for wholeness, however.
Sacramental Christians share this road ofdiscovery. Many churches lack fransforming
power in their worship. The difference lies in which means of grace is missing from
which community and the likelihood ofproviding widespread institutional change
necessary to correct the problem.
Purpose
This study did not offer an intervention to correct the above described problem
but sought to analyze how people responded to a particular phenomenon consistent with a
possible intervention. The study explored the personal experiences ofpersons
participating in a particular weekly worship paradigm that combines faithfiil preaching
with Eucharistic celebration. While the study did not seek to develop a generalizable
proposal, the research did provided a clear juxtaposition to the stated problem. The study
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was conducted among congregants at the Faith Lutheran Church (FLC) of Lexington,
Kentucky.
Research Questions
In order to fiilfill the purposes of this study three research questions provided
direction:
1. What level of significance do participants attribute to weekly Sunday worship
in the overall quality of their spiritual lives?
2. How do participants view the impact of Sunday sermons on their daily lives?
3. How do participants view the role of the Eucharist in their spiritual formation?
Definition of Terms
In this study, the following terms definitions provided clarity.
Faithful Preaching
Faithfiil preaching is that type ofpreaching that seeks to illuminate a biblical
passage under consideration giving carfiil consideration to application of a particular
biblical passage with the lives of a particular congregation. Thomas G. Long begins with
aminimal expectation for preaching when he states, "Christian preaching bears witness
to Christ both in the church and through the church to the world" (47). Haddon W.
Robinson expands Long's premise to include a scriptural basis for preaching: "Through
the preaching of the Scriptures, God encounters men and women to bring them to
salvation and to richness and ripeness ofChristian character" (18). Long concludes,
"Biblical preaching is the normative form for Christian preaching" (48). Although
preaching is certainly more than simply restating the pericope, it is never less than
communicating the message of the Bible to the congregation in language appropriate to
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the task.
The Eucharist
The Eucharist (also known as the Lord's Supper and Holy Communion) refers to
the ritual meal ofbread and wine taken in remembrance ofChrist's sacrificial death.
Philip H. Pfatteicher describes the Eucharist as more than the mere human consumption
ofbread and wine; rather, the Eucharist is the total service ofwhich receiving the Lord's
Supper constitutes but one part. He outlines eight movements of the Eucharistic service
(179). For the purposes of this study, the term Eucharist is limited to the fourfold action
around the Table: specifically, (1) taking hrea.d and wine, (2) offering the Eucharistic
prayer (recalling Jesus' words and invoking the Holy Spirit upon the gifts), (3) breaking
the bread, and (4) consuming the elements by the celebrant and people (Dix 103). The
combination of ritual words and human consumption define the sacrament because the
words accomplish more than offering an easy segue to the meal. The words institute and
sanctify the sacrament, defining it as much as the consumption of the meal (Webb 43).
The fundamental meaning behind receiving the Eucharist lies in the human
participation in the life ofChrist. In the words of the catechism, the Eucharist is an
"outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace, given by Christ as the sure
and certain means by which we receive that grace" (BookofCommon Prayer 1979 857).
When a Christian comes to the Lord's Table, the Holy Spirit opens a channel whereby the
communicant receives grace.
Word and Table
Word and Table refers to a worship paradigm that combines faithful preaching
with the Eucharist. The paradigm provides great liturgical flexibility, save for these two
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constituent elements. Furthermore, Word and Table services avoid such monikers as
high- or low-church. Weber writes, "No one style is normative for all churches"
{Planning Blended Worship 22). The Word and Table service demands no particular
musical arrangement (or the use ofmusic), vestments, paraments, or sequencing (apart
from the service of the Word preceding the service of the Table). The only required
elements in a Word and Table service are the reading and proclaiming of Scripture
together with celebration around the Lord's Supper.
Spiritual Growth or Formation
Spiritual growth or formation describes a person's transformation into the
spiritual self God intended for the person. Rowan Williams describes Christian
spirituality as that touching "every area ofhuman experience, the public and the social,
the painfiil, negative; even pathological byways of the mind, the moral and relational
world" (12). He goes on to state that the goal of spirituality is "...not enlightenment but
wholeness�an acceptance of this complicated and muddled bundle of experiences as a
possible theafre for God's creative work" (12). Spiritual growth manifests itself in every
area ofhuman experience especially as a person begins to envision God's reordering of
their life. In other words spiritual growth occurs when the soul begins to align more fiilly
with God and God's purposes. Willard clarifies the ambiguity by declaring, "Christian
spirituality is an obedience or conformity to Christ that arises out of an inner
fransformation" (22). Spiritual formation and spiritual growth references how persons
fiiUy metamorphose such that obedience and conformity to Christ become natural acts for
the individual.
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Project
Participants in this study were all baptized Christians active for various lengths of
time in FLC. The study sought to elucidate the experiences of the participants whose
lives intersected at the particular phenomenon ofweekly worship at FLC. I studied
persons who typified FLC congregants in order to understand better their respective
experience ofweekly Word and Table worship in their own words. Furthermore, I sought
to observe what, if any, themes emerged fi-om the study group as I cross-analyzed
participants with each other.
Context
FLC, a congregation of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA), is
located in Lexington, Kentucky. While FLC has always been a sacramental congregation,
it began embracing a Word and Table pattem as the normative weekly paradigm with the
advent of their current pastor, the Reverend Ron Luckey, in the late 1980s. Prior to Rev.
Luckey' s ministry at FLC the congregation celebrated Eucharist once a month on the first
Sunday of every month. In a conversation I had with Rev. Luckey he expressed a
commitment to the necessity ofboth biblical preaching and weekly Eucharistic
celebration and he told me how he began instituting this pattem from his earliest days at
FLC.
My family and I worshipped with this congregation duringmy schooling as a
Beeson Pastor at Asbury Seminary, from Autumn 2005 until Spring 2006 and it seemed a
natural environment for the study.
Methodology
This qualitative study was rooted in hermeneutic phenomenology. The Sunday
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service at FLC represented the common phenomenon participants experienced in the
study. I sought to examine participants' shared experiences in order to gain greater
understanding of typical effect ofFLC worship attendance upon the participants.
In order to select study participants, I asked the pastor to forward me names of
persons he considered typical congregants from the church. I did not reveal the nature of
the study nor did I ask for persons of exceptional spirituality. On the confrary, I defined
the ideal candidates as typical congregants. Finally, I contacted the individuals and asked
permission to perform a videotaped interview with them.
Theological Foundation
Support for this study draws from a convergence of three sfreams ofauthority in
the Christian worship and discipleship fraditions. First, the biblical witness offers a solid
basis for the Church's self-understanding of its worshipping fradition. While the Bible
does not provide a fiill-blown picture of the early Church's liturgical approach, sfrong
evidence exists for the Word and Table paradigm. One supporting passage comes from
the Emmaus Road narrative in Luke's Gospel (24:13-35). In the Emmaus Road pericope,
a dominant theme revolves around the existential recognition (or knowledge) of Jesus as
the risen Lord. This recognition happens as the disciples both hear the Word (faithfiil
preaching) and subsequently share a sacred meal (Eucharistic observance). In the
worldview ofbiblical literature, knowledge speaks of relational intimacy (Wright, Paul
for Everyone 120).
A second sfream comes from the Church's long history of theologizing about
worship. Christian writers have discussed Word and Table frequently throughout the
centuries; however, the ancient fathers wrote ad hoc documents dealing with
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controversies applicable to their own social location. The ancients could have no more
conceived ofChristian worship without a Eucharist anymore than mostmodem
worshippers could envision a service without singing. Although the arguments often
differ, the subject matter with which the ancient Christian leaders wrestled remains very
much germane to the research questions in this study.
A third stream emerges fi"om the spiritual formation literature. The discipline of
spiritual formation provides language for both abstract analytical processes as well as
practical ones. The spiritual directors contemplate as well as advise people regarding the
means by which theymay progress in their respective spiritual lives. Directors long to see
people experience positive, existential change. Accordingly, the spiritual writers
fi-equently point to the myriad of cormections between Christian worship and spiritual
formation.
Finally, this project sought to blend these three streams of authority into one in
order to demonstrate an essential liturgical synthesis contributing to the spiritual growth
ofChristians through worship. Figure 1.1 illustrates this convergence.
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Figure 1.1 Convergence of authority.
Word and Table in Christian Worship
Often theological writers focus on the individual value ofpreaching or the
Eucharist, seemingly to the exclusion of the other. Many people therefore fail to see the
connections between Word and sacrament. However, in following section I traced the
writings ofDietrich Bonhoeffer to demonstrate that while conversations of one element
might preclude the other, neither necessarily suffers at the exultation of the former. In
chapter two a fiiller discussion will ensue following these themes, encompassingmore of
the progressive development in the theological writing tradition.
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The Formative Role of the Word
Few writers have articulated more clearly the power ofpreaching in Christian
theology than Bonhoeffer who viewed preaching not so much as a human tool with which
to convince the skeptic but saw preaching as the living presence ofChrist in the Church.
According to Bonhoeffer, the apostles recognized that the same Word, which was made
flesh and appeared to them, was present in their proclamation and again made manifest to
the worid {Cost ofDiscipleship 227). The preacher's task is not to force the Word but to
provide a conduit for the Word:
[The preacher need not] manipulate and enliven [the Word], in order to
bring it within and apply it to the community. Rather, the Word moves
along this path of its own accord. The preacher should and can do nothing
more than be a servant of this movement inherent in the Word itself, and
refrain from placing obstacles in its path. (227-28)
Indeed, the Word possesses its own intemal power to reveal gifts, bestow faith,
enable belief, and to assure persons of their acceptance in the triune God (228). The
power of the Word depends not upon the clevemess of the preacher but upon the dynamic
incamation of the Word in the midst of the proclamation.
The Formative Role of the Eucharist
Bonhoeffer does not limit the spiritually formative dynamic ofChrist to the act of
preaching, he holds a similar view of the power resident in the Lord's Supper. He writes,
"[T]he body ofChrist takes on visible form not only in the preaching of the word but also
in baptism and the Lord's Supper, both ofwhich emanate from the tme humanity ofour
Lord Jesus Christ" {Cost ofDiscipleship 228). Further he says, "In the Lord's Supper we
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receive the gift ofbodily community (KOLVwvia) with the body of the Lord" (228). Thus,
Bonhoeffer concludes, "All Christian community exists between word and sacrament. It
begins and ends in worship." As such, Christian worship produces a "perfect community"
and "complete freedom" as congregants live in a world engaged by the living Christ
(233).
Peterson offers a similar argument when he speaks of the Christian's reception of
the Eucharist. This worship act forces a person to face a very definite fact; namely, he or
she can do nothing to save themselves. He writes, "We hold out our open hands and
receive what God does for us in Jesus [and in so doing] we become what we receive"
{Christ Plays 200). People do not take the Eucharist, according to Peterson, they receive
it.
Peterson goes on to argue that anamnesis (remembering) involves more than
simply a fond recollectionmoving Christians toward moral behavior. Anamnesis means
to reenact "in the Supper itselfwhat Jesus did" {Christ Plays 201). The remembrance re
presents Christ to the worshipper through words and actions, and draws him or her into
the real presence of the risen Lord (201). Through the worshipper's proximity with the
risen Jesus, he or she finds substantive spiritual change.
Nonetheless, Peterson flatly refiises to enter the fray of esoteric metaphysical
analyses regarding the sacrament. Instead, he joins a long line of Christian teachers
embracing the mystery of the Eucharist without proffering scholastic explanations. In
fact, he argues paradoxically that reality is grounded in mystery and that the sacramental
rituals "protect certain essential aspects of reality from being reduced to the dimensions
my interests or intelligence or awareness" {Christ Plays 205). The mystery provides
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reality, not the other way around.
Word and Table Conclusion
This study's theological foundation lies broadly in the intersection between
liturgy and spiritual formation. The literature supports a thesis suggesting heightened
spiritual formation benefits exist for congregants when in worship they experience either
the proclamation of the Word or the Lord's Supper. The literature fiirther suggests that
when the two elements ofWord and Table meet in worship the potential formaximum
spiritual impact on the worshipper occurs. In worship services that combine Word and
Table as the "principle act ofChristian worship" great potential exists for the spiritual
development of individual Christian believers {Book ofCommon Prayer 1979 13).
Overview of the Study
Chapter 2 grounds the study in both biblical exegesis as well as a review of the
theological and spiritual formation literature. Chapter 3 outlines the parameters and
overall design of the study, while Chapter 4 discloses the findings of the study. Chapter 5
makes inferences and brings the study to a conclusion. Finally, Chapter 5 also addresses
both the limitations of the study and possibilities for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
The Emmaus Road Narrative: A Metaphor forWorship
The Emmaus Road narrative serves to provide the primary biblical basis for this
study. While absurd to limit the richness of the narrative to one facet, I have undertaken
great pains to demonstrate how Luke intended the narrative to function in Christian
worship and discipleship. According to the evangelist, Jesus comes to humanity and
reveals himself at the Table following the exposition of Scripture. Moreover, Luke seems
keen on indicating that the sequence remains as important as the formula. Luke's
narrative clearly picks up themes common to the early Church's worship life. Wright
notes, "Luke's first audience would have heard him bringing together the exposition of
Scripture and the breaking ofbread. . .as the central and normative marks of the church's
life" {Challenge 166). The Emmaus Road narrative offers the Church not only insight
into the historic paradigm but the benefits of the same; namely, coming to know and be
transformed by the resurrected Lord.
Background and Establishing the Text
Luke 24:13-35 offers a post-resurrection narrative about Jesus set within the
greater narrative of Luke's Gospel. The story focuses on the day of the resurrection and a
clandestine appearance by Jesus to two disciples. John Nolland is one of a plethora of
scholars who takes 6uo autcov in Luke 24:13 as an antecedent reference to the disciples
of 24:9. As the disciples travel to a village (kc6|j,tiv) called Emmaus, ultimately they
recognize (literally come to know eTTLYivwoKto 24:31) him as the risen Lord "in the
breaking of the bread" (24:35, Nolland 1 198).
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Much effort has been exerted to discover the geographic location of the village of
Emmaus. Raymond Orlett argues that discussions of geography often take the focus off
the theology of the narrative (212). Moreover, for all the work and speculation of
centuries of scholarship, the geography question continues to linger. The lack of clarity,
however, offers at the very least an invitation to join the fi-ay of discussion.
Textual criticism points to an alternate reading of verse 13 (cf D) where
0\)Xa\x\xao\)Q is offered in place of 'E|j,|j,aoOc. This alternate reading represents the
Septuagint (LXX) reference to Bethel in Genesis 28:19, although the lack of
collaborating support makes this alternate reading unlikely. A second option for the
location ofEmmaus is a village slightly more than seven miles from Jerusalem on the
road to Lydda. A village called 'Amwas (Emmaus) in Aramaic. Unfortunately, no
evidence for this village exists in antiquity. On the contrary, the name almost certainly
comes from the Crusaders' re-identification of the village of el-Qubeibeh. The argument
that el-Qubeibeh represents Luke's Emmaus remains dubious, however. Nolland' s
suggestion that the contemporarymoniker most likely portrays "a Crusader identification
of convenience" appears both sensible and likely (1201).
Luke places the village direxouaav otocSlou^ 6^r|Kovta dfTo 'lepouoaArnj, (sixty
stadia) about seven miles from Jerusalem (24:13). This clue offers real possibilities
regarding the village's location. Flavins Josephus frequently mentions a village called
Emmaus approximately 3 Vi miles northwest of Jerusalem (597). Nolland asserts this site
as the most likely possibility and accounts for the distance discrepancy with a "round
trip" measurement (1201). Nolland 's conclusion appears reasonable since Jerusalem was
already struggling with an overcrowding problem during the Passover. Nearby villagers
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likely commuted into the city during festival days and retumed home each night.
Luke's use of the village name (Emmaus) and its distance from Jemsalem (sixty
stadia) seems to indicate Luke's ongoing concem with historical facts (cf 1 :3). Luke goes
to great lengths to clarify Emmaus' close proximity to Jemsalem. In other words, first
century pilgrims could easilymanage the commute. While the location of the village may
seem only tangentially connected to this study, establishing the background to the text
remains essential for the exegetical method. More importantly, Luke uses the theme of
joumeying to link this passage to themotifof spiritual sojourning. Joel B. Green
wonders, "Now that Luke pictures these disciples 'on the road' with Jesus again the
query is raised. What will be the effect of this joumey on their obduracy?" (843).
According to Luke, coming to know and recognize the risen Jesus happens as one hears
the Word and pauses to feast along life's joumey.
Form and Structure
This narrative features several motifs including proof-from-prophesy, a faith
joumey, the appearance of the risen Lord, the significance ofhospitality, and the manner
in which Word and Table lead to recognition. Before focusing on thesemotifs, however,
the first task begins with genre and stiiictural analysis of the passage.
The story's stmcture stands on its own and does not depend upon the context.
Hans Dieter Betz calls this passage a "cult legend" made up of "various types ofmaterial
from older sources and of redactional contributions by Luke" (33) while Arthur A. Just
sees the story as "the climax of the Gospel" (26). These positions, however, are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. Green captures something of this paradox when he says,
"The significance and focus of this account are determined considerably its narrative
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location," then later declares, "the Emmaus story is embedded into the Lukan passion-
and empty-tomb episodes" (841). While Luke may have composed the narrative as a
freehand formulation, the narrative marks a departure from his normal style. Nolland
notes, "Luke is rarely an innovator" (1200). Most likely the evangelist either pulled the
story from the Jesus tradition or redacted it from pagan sources.
Many good reasons exist for seeing the Emmaus Road narrative as originating
from a pagan source, such as the many appearance-though-dead stories common in
Greco-Roman lore (Johnson 398). Nonetheless, a key problem with this theory rests upon
Greco-Roman accounts in which the person appearing after death emerges only as an
apparition or phantasm rather than as a resurrected body. The Emmaus Road depiction of
Jesus does seemingly exhibits phantasm-like qualities, such as appearing from nowhere
and disappearing with supematural ability. Specifically, Luke 24:31 literally reads
a^avroc, kykvexo, "he became invisible." However, the angel declared that Jesus "has
risen from the dead" (24:6), which portends bodily resurrection. Second, Jesus goes to
great lengths to deny a spiritual (irveOiaa) manifestation, he states emphatically that, "I,
myself (eyco 6L|iL auTog) the disciples behold. Third, Jesus demonsfrates his bodily
reality through the presentation ofhis flesh and bones (odpKa Kal ootea) and his
willingness to join with his disciples in a meal (24:36-43). Finally, Luke demonsfrates
that Jesus offers not just his odp^, "flesh," but also his ooxea, "bones" (24:39). The
skeletal reference clearly distinguishes Jesus from a ghost or spirit and distances any
coimection between the Emumaus story and the Greco-Roman narratives.
The evangelist continues to utilize various themes to emphasize the cenfral
motif�the recognition of the risen Lord through Christian worship. While other
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important themes exist in the Emmaus passage, the recognition motif stands as the
pericope' s centerpiece. The form-critical argument highlights the manner in which the
Lukan community's understanding of the risen Lord as present and powerful in their
midst. B. P. Robinson notes how Luke carried the "recognitionmotif into his second
volume, the Acts of the Apostles, through the narratives of the Ethiopian eunuch (8:26-
40) and Peter's escape from prison (12:6-17 483). According to Luke, God uses many
ways to help people recognize Jesus in theirmidst. In the Emmaus Road plot, the
proclaimed Word and the sacred meal provide the means by which the epiphany occurs.
Through the recognitionmotif Luke describes the manner in which the Church
identifies the risen Lord in their midst. Just argues Luke 24 in general and this passage in
particular operate as a hinge device informing the entire of the Gospel. With both a
backward and forward glance, Luke introduces readers to his second volume. Acts of the
Apostles (Just 1). In short, the Emmaus Road passage provides more than a quaint "Jesus
tale" meant to buttress the resurrection claim; instead, the passage functions as the central
point of Luke's two-volume work.
Both Green and Just describe the literary structure of the Emmaus Road as a
significant chiasm. For Green the center point of the chiasm lies in the revelation, "Jesus
is alive" (Luke 24:23b Green 842) while Just highlights "the colloquium and breaking of
bread" (Luke 24:17-30 Just 31). Figure 2.1 illustrates the similarities and differences
between Green and Just. Again, these concepts are not mutually exclusive. The
resurrected Lord in the center of the chiasm does not indicate Luke's sole intent to prove
the resurrection. Instead, the structure allows Luke to "call particular attention to the
progression from lack of recognition to flill recognition and to the means by which
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insight is gained" (Green 842). Put differently, Luke's chiastic structure serves to answer
the question from the narrative's climactic development; namely, the manner in which
the disciples came to recognize Jesus.
Green
p. 842
The joumey from Jerusalem (14-15)
Appearance�lack of recognition (16)
Interaction (17-18)
Summary (19-21)
Empty tomb (22-23a)
Jesus is alive (23b)
Empty tomb (24)
Interpretation (25-27)
Interaction (28-30)
Opened Eyes�recognition/disappear
(31-32)
The joumey to Jemsalem (33-35)
Just
p. 31
The joumey from Jemsalem (13)
Talking w/ each other (14)
Jesus draws near (15)
Eyes were kept shut (16)
The colloquium and
breaking of the bread (17-30)
Eyes were opened (31)
He vanishes (31b)
They talk (32)
They joumey to Jemsalem (33)
Figure 2.1. Contrast comparison: Green and Just on the chiasm of Luke 24.
The Narrative's Climax
Luke demonstrates deft narrative skill as his work moves readers towards
narrative climax through the use of the omniscient point ofview. Luke permits his
readers to get ahead of the disciples in the story. Luke's audience knows that Jesus is the
incognito traveler, while the characters in the story do not make the same discovery until
much later (Luke 24:15). This literary device permits Luke's readers to anticipate the
conflict in the narrative and avoid the embarrassment they undoubtedly feel for these
disciples. C. F. Evans writes, "An important element in the story is the dramatic irony
whereby the reader knows, as the two travelers do not, that what they tell of the
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destruction of their hopes is in fact the fulfillment of them" (902). Luke's readers know
what the disciples in the narrative do not know. The point of course is not to stress the
proof-from-prophesymotif but to provide literary interest. The rising action in the
narrative comes when Luke's readers deUght to witness these disciples experience
Christian enlightenment.
Luke uses the plot flow of the Emmaus Road narrative to take his audience
through the theological progression of spiritual awakening. At first the disciples are
blinded (Luke 24:16), but then they recognize Jesus in the breaking ofbread (Luke
24:3 1), and ultimately experience full knowledge ofhim as the resurrected Lord (Luke
24:36-40). With subtlety the storyteller illumines the passive aspect of the disciples'
ignorance. Luke says, "their eyes were prevented (eKpaToOvTo) from recognizing him"
(Luke 24:16). From this wording, most commentators infer that Jesus purposefully kept
the disciples from recognizing him. As a result, often this passage is likened unto the
"entertaining angels unaware" passage in Hebrews 13:2 (Nolland 1 199). Understanding
Jesus as preventing recognition is puzzling however since throughout Luke's Gospel
Jesus did not prevent people from recognizing him. On the confrary, Luke opens his
gospel with a heavenly proclamation of Jesus' birth and the Bethlehem shepherd's
recognition of the Christ child (2:20). Simeon recognized Jesus as the Messiah (2:30) as
did Peter (9:20). Ironically, even a blind man recognized Jesus as "the Son ofDavid," a
title "clearlymeant. . .as a royal messianic designation" (Nolland 900). Luke's style
differs greatly from Mark's. In the second gospel virtually no one recognizes Jesus as the
Messiah save for Peter until a Roman centurion offers a half-hearted confession (Mark
15:39). Conversely, in the third Gospel people recognize Jesus as Messiah at nearly every
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tum. In the final analysis, the change from blindness to sight emphasizes the spiritual
transformation motif in the narrative.
Next Luke utilizes conflict development to create a negative affective dimension,
a technique routinely used in narrative to prepare the reader for the subsequent rising
action. As the story begins, the two disciples travel down the road to Emmaus in a visibly
melancholy mood. This emotional disposition becomes explicit when the mysterious
visitor inquires about their conversation. Luke says, "[T]hey stood still, looking sad"
(24:17 NAS). Other translations offer "...their faces downcast" (NIV), or "sadness [was]
written across their faces" (NLT). Scholars frequently franslate oKuGpwTTot; as a visible
emotional reality. Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich note, "[T]he adjective and the
corresponding verb (oKuGpwirdCeiv) are used [in Greek literature outside of the New
Testament] to denote various types ofmen with their physically controlled
physiognomies" (7: 450). Furthermore, although the word appears only twice in the New
Testament (here and Matt 6:16), in the latter occurrence Jesus uses the word to describe
the "hypocrites" who "neglect their appearance" in order that "they might appear to
others" ((jjavcooLV xdic, dvOpoSiroK;) like people who are fasting. The use of the term
reflects the downcast look upon a persons face whether intentional or involuntary.
Peterson's franslates the passage, "long-faced, like they had lost their best fiiend"
(Message). While some scholars may regard his franslation as a bit overzealous, the
sentiment certainly strikes close to the ancient use of oKuGpcjirof; in Greek literature.
Luke effectively used the downcast disposition as a point of confrast when he
later described the same disciples as they recognized Jesus. If in their despair they could
not hide their grief, in their amazement they become dumbfounded�literally
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overwhelmed with joy (cf. 24:41). As a result, Luke's use of conflict preceding climax
creates an affective variation in the reader. Narrators like Luke often use affective
variation because changing emotions drives interest (Lowry 29).
The affective aspect also works at a deeper level bringing the reader into the story
and encouraging them to share the disciples' pain. The reader feels both the disciples'
pain as well as personal anticipation as he or she waits for the characters to discover the
rest of the story. Consequently, while fi'om an omnipresent point ofview the readers
know Jesus lives, they can still sympathize with the plight of the disciples.
According to Luke, Cleopas and his companion placed great hope in Jesus. For
these two disciples, Jesus represented the hope of Israel, the messiah. The messianic
claim was both a national political figure capable of leading Israel and a religious figure
able to retum Israel to a restored relationship with God. The messianic hope meant both
spiritual renewal and the end ofexile (Wright, Challenge 160). Part of the despair Luke
imdoubtedly wants his readers to understand stems from the failure to comprehend the
messianic hope for which the characters in the narrative serve as prototypes ofall Jesus'
disciples.
The motifof recognition sfrengthens as the narrative reaches its climax. The
refrospective conversations provide the clearest insight into the evangelist's intent. In his
narration of the refrospective conversation, Luke alludes to the means of the risen Lord's
revelation to the disciples providing obvious implications for the early Church's worship.
Recognition of Jesus came to his disciples through exposition of the Word and
participation in the sacred meal ofHoly Eucharist.
Following the disciples' recognition of Jesus and his subsequent vanishing, they
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exclaim, "Were not our hearts burning within us while he was speaking to us on the road,
while he was explaining the Scriptures to us?" (Luke 24:32). Here the disciples note
Jesus' instruction along the road as already having a profound effect upon them. The
recognition theme continues in the second conversation with the risen Lord (compare
24:27 with 24:44). This second conversation provides the caveat that Jesus opened the
disciples' minds (6Lr|V0L^6v auxtov xov voOv) to understand the Scriptures. This theme
parallels with the epiphany in 24:31. Accordingly, gospel proclamation remains
inextricably liked to revelation. After the disciples heard the proclaimedWord they
understood better the purpose of the Messiah's suffering and were prepared to recognize
Jesus in their midst. Clearly, the evangelist intends the reader to understand biblical
exposition as powerful dynamic. Preaching is efficacious, able to bring about an intemal
stirring or buming in the hearers' hearts.
The evangelist tempers the proclaimed Word in the Emmaus account noting its
incomplete effect. Cleopas and his companion find their hearts "buming within" (f)
KapSia T)|iwv KaiofievT) rjv) while Jesus "was speaking" (kXaXei) the Word to them (Luke
24:32). Nevertheless, the narrator points out that these disciples still did not recognize the
Lord while on the road. Only after Jesus enters the house, takes the place of the host at
the table, and breaks the bread did the disciples recognize him. The disciples recognized
Jesus in the breaking ofbread.
The preposition ev, combined with the dative in Luke 24:30 and 24:35, deserves
serious exegetical consideration. In the latter verse, the customary stmcture of the
preposition (ev) with the dative noun indicates a temporal relationship. As such, through
the disciples' excited utterances Luke indicates that Jesus was recognized in the breaking
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ofbread (ev Tfj KXaaei tou dptou). Luke's language suggests this recognition as a
simultaneous event. Jesus becomes known while he is in the act o/breaking the bread.
This point becomes more emphatic in the former instance. Through Luke's use of
the articular infinitive {kv xco KaTaKAiGfivaL�"in the rechning"), the evangelist seems to
infer that the recognition came as Jesus was reclining at the table with them and while he
was breaking the bread for them. William D. Mounce notes that the unambiguous
syntactical construction always indicates a temporal relationship (297). Hence, the
evangelist seems keen to convey that the disciples recognized Jesus in the event o/the
breaking of the bread. While the disciples' recognition begins along the road as Jesus
opens the Scriptures to them, it remains incomplete. Revelation only becomes immediate,
fiill, and explicit at the Table.
Despite the narrative climax coming at the Table, Luke does not indicate an order
ofprimacy between Word and Table. The sacramental meal completes what the Word
initiates. The evangelist intends to communicate the necessity of the combining these two
elements. L Howard Marshall writes, "[T]he disciples experience Jesus as the Risen Lord
both in his exposition of the Scriptures to them and in his breaking of the bread to them,
and Luke intends his readers to see that these two things belong together" (125).
According to the third Gospel, exposition prepares the heart so the sacrament can open
the eyes.
The Eucharistic Table
Green stands against the vast majority of scholarship and rejects the table scene of
Luke 24:30-31 as a Eucharistic allusion. A major exegetical consideration revolves
around Luke's uses of ifj KActoei toO dpiou (the breaking ofbread). While most scholars
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see Luke's use of the phrase as a cipher for the Eucharist, Green rejects the idea. The
exact phrase appears only twice in the New Testament, and both occurrences come from
Luke's pen. The first occasion comes from Emmaus Road passage in Luke 24:35 and the
second appearance happens in Acts 2:42. This latter occurrence reflects part of the
summary account of the early Church's common life. Luke says the Church was
"continually devoting themselves to the apostles' teaching and to fellowship, to the
breaking ofbread and to prayer" (Acts 2:42). Most English franslations (as well as most
commentators; see Willimon, Acts; Rackman) interpret this verse as an itemization of
four attributes. Specifically, many understand Luke to suggest that the Christians devoted
themselves to (a) the apostles' teaching, (b) koinonia (fellowship), (c) the breaking of
bread, and (d) prayer. Nonetheless, a closer reading of the original indicates the curious
placement ofKal after "tt) 6i6axti tc3v dirooToXcov" ("the teaching of the apostles") and
after "t^i Kkaoei tou dptou" but not between "if) Koivcovia" ("the ^omoma") and tt)
Khkaei (the breaking). This study contends that Kal in Acts 2:42 functions like a comma
enumerating a list and separating items. Acts 2:42 indicates a threefold description of
worship in the early Church rather than a fourfold one. An alternate, and perhaps
preferable, reading might translate the phrase, "they were continually devoting
themselves to the apostles's teaching, and to communion: the breaking ofbread, and to
prayer."
This alternate franslation makes sense both from a grammatical and historic-
liturgical standpoint. Again, while resisting the urge to read Paul into Luke, the reader
should note how Paul, speaking of the mysteries of the church's common life, ties
koinonia directly to the bread and wine of the Eucharist. He writes, "xov dptov ov
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KA.(0|i6v, ouxl KOLvcovLa TOU o6\xaTOQ TOU XpioTou eoTLv;" ("Is not the bread which we
break a sharing in the body ofChrist?") (1 Cor. 10:16). This rhetorical question's
grammatical construction implies an answer in the affirmative answer via its use of the
adverb ouxi (Mounce 289).
Second, while the writers of Scripture rarely use the fiill formula (tt) Klaoei tou
dptou), the phrase "breaking bread" arguably fimctions as liturgical shorthand for the
Eucharist in Luke's writings. Apart from the Emmaus road narrative and the summary
account of the early Church in Acts 2:42, Luke 22:19 speaks of Jesus "breaking bread" at
the Last Supper, while in Acts 20:7-12 the believers gather on the first day of the week
"to break bread" (Kkdoai apxov�infinitive ofpurpose). Moreover, the context of
gathering to break bread provides the context for Paul's overly long sermon and the
accidental death that occurred when a youngman fell asleep sitting in the window.
William H. Willimon concludes that Luke uses the phrase tfi Kkaoei tou dpTou to
reference "an opportunity to celebrate the Lord's Supper" (Acts 153). The point remains
significant, therefore, that Luke connects the "breaking ofbread" with proclamation.
Joachim Jeremias supports the interpretation that Acts 2:42 references the Lord's
Supper. He notes that the "regular visits to the synagogue" comport with the rare use of
the participle -npooKapTepovvxec, ("continually devoting themselves" 118). Moreover, he
argues that the participle fiirther "corresponds to the verb -irpoaKapTepeXv in Acts, where it
often means 'to attend worship regularly'" (118-19). Rackham notes that, "the Breaking
ofbread [in Emmaus] is the term for a solemn religious meal. This may be (i) an Agape
[meal] alone, or (ii) the Eucharist alone, or (iii) as at the first part of the Agape followed
by the Eucharist" (39). Refiising to commit Willimon, simply remarks that the discussion
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is still under considerable debate (Acts 41).
The similarities between Luke 22 (the Last Supper) and Luke 24 (the Emmaus
Road) strengthens the support for xf) KXdoei xoO dpxou standing as a code for the Lord's
Supper. The fourfold action of "taking" (la|ipdv(o), "blessing/thanksgiving" (euXoyew/
euxapLoxew), "breaking" (kAocw), and "giving" (6160)^1) the bread offers an unambiguous
connection. Green's contention then that the �vloye(o ("blesses") of Luke 24 and Luke 9
differs from the euxapioxeo) ("giving thanks") in Luke 22 remains noteworthy but
unconvincing. Raymond A. Blacketer counters, "[T]he difference between blessing and
giving thanks is negligible" (323). While the allusion to Eucharistic actions in Luke 24
may seem contrived to Green, the vast majority of scholarship seems content to differ.
Nonetheless, Green's insights raise certain problems regarding xf) KA,do�i xou
dpxou and its connection to the Eucharist. The reason for the uncertainty comes from the
same use the fourfold movements (take, bless, break, and give) mentioned in Acts 27:35,
Paul's shipwreck experience. This passage remains more problematic than the feeding of
the five thousand (Luke 9) as it raises theological questions concerning whether Paul
served the Eucharist to pagan soldiers and sailors. Such a query, however, rests
predominantly upon a contemporary understanding of "acceptable candidates" rather than
from the text.
Nonetheless, in the shipwreck passage Luke wrote that Paul offered food that
literally would "save" (owxripia) them. While Luke's meaning remains unclear, he may
intend either the preservation ofphysical health or the preservation of the soul.
Interestingly, according to Luke, Paul actually does not follow the customary fourfold
pattem as he does not "give" (6i6a)[iL) but rather goes right ahead eating Tip^axo eoGieiv
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("he began to eat") as if independent of the others. Afterwards, the centurions and
mariners "yevoiievoi . . . -rrpooeldpovTo xpo^f\Q" (began to take food), but Luke does not
indicate Paul served them. Carefiil reading clarifies that these persons took
(iTpoaAaiipdvoiaai) food, but Paul did not "give" (6L6o)|iL) them bread (ocpto;) as is
customary in the Eucharistic passages. Presumably, while Luke may want his readers to
see Paul as communing, he does not want them to understand the pagans' consumption in
the same way.
Emmaus Road Conclusion
In conclusion, the Emmaus Road passage of Luke 24:13-35 provides strong
support forWord and Table as a biblical paradigm for Christian worship. For Luke, Word
and Table stand as the normative pattem and thus provide his community a means with
which to experience the risen Lord as present and active in their midst. For Luke the
paradigm remains always Word and Table; while he stands as a strong advocate for the
power of the preached Word, the evangelist never diminishes the necessity of the
sacramental grace. As Wright says, "When the risen Jesus met two disciples on the road
to Emmaus, their hearts bumed within them while he talked about the Bible. But their
eyes were opened, and they recognized him, when he broke the bread" (Simply Christian
153). Preaching the Word warms the heart and stirs the soul so the Table meal can open
the eyes.
Theological Literature Review
Having established a biblical basis for the Word and Table worship paradigm, the
next section reviews theological literature from Christian writers across the centuries.
While biblical exegesis provides the foundation of Christian certainty, the catholic
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witness of the Church's teachers clarifies the intemal consistency of that witness (Oden
3). This study finds great comfort in the ecumenical consensus of the twenty centuries of
Christian thought and proposes nothing novel in terms of theological abstraction. On the
contrary, the ultimate aim of this study seeks a retum to historic worship practice among
Christians of all orthodox traditions. The following section thus begins exploring
Christian writings regarding the power ofpreaching. Afterwards it moves into a brief
introduction to sacramental theology before addressing specifically the writings on
Eucharistic theology.
The Power of the ProclaimedWord
O. C. Edwards, Jr. asserts, "There is no activitymore characteristic of the church
than preaching" (3). He goes on to say, "No other major religion gives preaching quite
the central role that it has in Christianity" (3). Part of the reason why Christianity remains
tied to preaching undoubtedly emerged through its Jewish roots. Following the
Babylonian exile, Judaism evolved from a Temple cult to a dispersed community. As this
evolution took shape, the act of gathering around the Scriptures in synagogues became
quite natural. The New Testament often alludes to this second-temple phenomenon of
gathering around the Word (Luke 4:16-20). Moreover, as Christianity grew out of
Judaism evangelism forced a modified emphasis upon preaching.
Nowhere does the evolution ofpreaching come across plainer than in Acts.
Following Peter's sermon in Acts 2:14-36 Luke writes, "[The people] were pierced to the
heart" (Kaxevuvnoav ttiv KapSiav) and sfraightaway three thousand persons were
baptized. Later, in Acts 8:4-8, Philip goes to the region of Samaria and preaches about
Jesus. After his sermon, he performed manymiracles including casting out demons and
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healing the sick and the lame. In the wake of his preachingmission Luke says, "[T]here
was great joy" (ttoA-At) xo'PO') in the city. Philip continues this theme as he preaches to the
Ethiopian eunuch. The literal translation reads, "He gospeled Jesus to [the eunuch]"
(euriYYeA-iaato auTco tov 'Ir|ooOv). Again, the response is immediate: the Ethiopian
practically begs for baptism. Luke reiterates this theme repeatedly in Acts.
Likewise, in St. Paul's writings, several clear references testify to the power of the
Word. In Romans 1:16, Paul writes, "For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the
power ofGod for salvation." A close reading of the text indicates to �uaYY�A.Lov (the
gospel) serves as the antecedent to the pronoun embedded in the verb eoTiv (it is). In
other words, Paul says that the proclamation of the gospel contains God's power for
salvation. In 1 Corinthians 1:18 Paul declares that the gospel is the "power ofGod"
(6vva\xic, 06OU eoTiv) to those persons who are "being saved." Of course neither Paul,
Luke, nor any New Testament writer, would suggest that the Word could not be rejected
or disbelieved. Indeed, while Scripture writers contend for the power of the Word, they
do not wish their readers to see this power as coercive.
As Christianity morphs from a movement into Christendom, preaching takes on a
different focus. St. John Chrysostom serves as a model for this evolution as he moves
from gospeling for illumination (i.e., conversion) to a heightened concem for
communicating Christian ethics to his hearers. During the fourth and fifth Christian
centuries, preachers began to focus on homiletics as a mater of ethical training rather than
as an evangelistic tool. Edwards notes that Chrysostom distinguished between
catechetical preaching and lecturing. The latter served a more straight didactic goal while
the former was for the "forming [of] the congregation, . . . enabling them to experience
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change, to undergo at least a 'mini-conversion'" (84). Chrysostom recognized the power
ofpreaching as more than a mere educational end. Preaching possessed a power all its
own.
Following Chrysostom, St. Augustine ofHippo, perhaps the greatest rhetorician
of the first five centuries, converted to Christianity upon examining the skill of St.
Ambrose, bishop ofMilan (Confessions 108). Later Augustine spoke longingly ofGod's
providential leading that brought him to Ambrose. He writes, "To him was I
unknowingly led by You (i.e. God), that by him I might knowingly be led to You" (107).
Augustine did not limit God's grace to St. Ambrose's preaching nor did he diminish it.
When writing about the manner in which people come to Christian faith, he comments,
"[TJhough he [God] is everywhere present to the inner eye when it is sound and clear, he
condescended to make himselfmanifest to the outward eye of those whose inward sight
is weak and dim" (Doctrine 13). In other words, while God uses preachers, God knows
no limits in expressing grace to himians. Nevertheless, Augustine immediately returns to
the power ofpreaching by quoting St. Paul: '"For after that, in the wisdom ofGod, the
world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased God by the foolishness ofpreaching to save
them that believe'" (14). Preaching provides a powerfiil means of grace for bringing
people to faith.
Although preaching underwent several setbacks and revivals through the Dark
Ages and into the Medieval period, preaching greatly revived during the Reformation era.
The Reformers sought to restore Christian doctrine centered upon the Word. Luther
considered "preaching to be the most important office in the world, more important than
even officiating at sacraments" (287). As such, the evangelical content ofChristian
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preaching distinguished it from the Islamic approach to proselytizing (287). Muslims
convert with the sword, while Christians covert through the proclaimed Word.
Nonetheless, Luther sought to balance the tension between the inherent power in the
proclaimed Word and the essential element of human faith. God communicates power
through preaching, but faith is also necessary.
Luther fiirther rejected the notion that faith stands as an act ofhuman volition. If
faith came from human will, then people would have a claim on their own salvation.
Salvation would thus cease to come through grace alone. Luther writes, "[I]fwe believe
that original sin has so ruined us, . . . [then] in a man devoid of the Spirit there is nothing
left that can tum toward the good, but only toward evil" (224). Furthermore, Luther even
resists allowing faith to become yet another work by demanding that it must begin in
God. Faith comes from God when a person hears the proclaimed Word ofGod (83). Not
until a person hears the Word does grace begins its work and the Spirit brings life to the
hearer (83); salvation comes by grace through faith, which most frequently occurs
through the act ofpreaching.
John Calvin also attributes the mystery of the Gospel's secret workings to the
Holy Spirit. He says, "It is by the Spirit's illumination that ourmental eyes are able to
behold him" (203). Calvin fiirther clarifies his views conceming the power ofpreaching:
But as the human heart is not excited to faith by every word ofGod, we
must fiirther inquire what part of the Word it is, with which faith is
particularly concemed. Our present inquiry is, what faith finds in the
Divine Word, upon which to rest its confidence. The answer is a certain
knowledge of the Divine benevolence toward us, which, being founded on
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the truth of the promise ofChrist, is both revealed to our minds, and
confirmed to our hearts, by the Holy Spirit. (205)
Like Luther, Calvin does not tum salvation into a human decision; rather, preaching acts
as an operative grace releasing the power of the Spirit to work upon the interior spiritual
lives of the listeners. Preaching does not provide the grace but offers a means to grace.
Wesley understood Hebrews 11:1 as the manner in which faith operates in
personal salvation. Similar to Luther and Calvin before him, Wesley saw faith as that
which responds to the gospel call of salvation. Making particular note of the phrase
irpaYndTCJv eXeYXot; ou pAeiT0|ieva)v ("evidence of things not seen"), Wesley writes,
"[This certainty] implies both a supematural evidence ofGod, and of the things ofGod; a
kind of spiritual light [original emphasis] exhibited in the soul, and a supematural sight
[original emphasis] or perception thereof (6: 46). Moreover, he notes that such a
supematural illumination comes about by a "twofold operation of the Holy Spirit, having
the eyes ofour soul both opened [original emphasis] and enlightened [original emphasis],
we see the things which the natural 'eye hath not seen, neither the ear heard'" (6: 47).
Wesley believed faith came as a gift ofGod's grace and grace came from hearing the
Word ofGod.
Recent theologians considerably sfrengthened the case for preaching. For
instance, while theologians have typically reserved the real presence discussion for the
Eucharist, Bonhoeffer used the concept in talking about the sermon: "The proclaimed
word is the incamate Christ himself As little as the incamation is the outward form of a
reality; rather, it is the thing itself {"Proclaimed Word" 34). Bonhoeffer claims that in
preaching the presence of the real presence ofChrist enters the congregation. Put
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differently, Jesus shows up in the preaching event as the real presence of the resurrected
Lord.
Bonhoeffer recognizes the pastoral care involved in preaching. Nonetheless, he
did not consider preaching a matter of "giving advice, arousing emotions, or stimulating
the will" ( "Proclaimed Word" 34). Preaching begins and ends with Christ, not the
listener. Through preaching, the Lord bears the Christians' burden and forms them into
his body, sharing fellowship with them and creating fellowship with one another (34-35).
Further, the listener changes intemally simply by his or her proximity to Christ in the
Word. This change affects the inward and spiritual part of the listener. He writes, "There
is no mystical metamorphosis which occurs [by virtue of an encounter with the incamate
Christ in the sermon], but rather faith and sanctification" (36). Presumably the former
(faith) comes about via illimiination, while the latter comes as an ontological reality.
The history ofpreaching is replete with twists and tums, especially in term of
style. Some preachers preach toward conversion through evangelistic preaching, while
other preachers aim for the sanctification of the Christian. Nonetheless, the common
supposition remains the conviction that God energizes preaching with divine power.
A Brief Introduction to Anglican Sacramental Theology
James F. White notes the conspicuous absence of abstract theological treatises on
the sacraments in the church's firstmillennium and a half of existence {Sacraments in
Protestant Practice 17). Indeed, until Luther, sacramentality in Christian literature
focused more on praxis and less on theology. Of course, the church does possess
resources for forming a sacramental theology. These resources include scores of sermons
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and letters directly connected to sacramental theology. Nevertheless, White's point
remains: historically the church avoided deaUng with holy mysteries as theory.
According to White, Luther offers the first significant theological contemplation
on the sacraments in his treatise. The Babylonian Captivity of the Church {Sacraments in
ProtestantPractice 17). While other faith cottmiunities also produced confessions,
documents, sermons, and discourses dealing with sacramental theology, Luther's
arguments command particular attention. White says, ''The Babylonian Captivity stands
as the most important single treatise shaping all Protestant sacramental life [because] . . .
it articulates concems that are still intact among most Protestants" (17). Notwithstanding
Luther's seminal work in this area, he does not argue for a new theology. On the contrary
Luther's theology of the sacraments stands as an entirely catholic view.
Not surprisingly, Anglican sacramental theology mirrors Luther's thought in a
number ofkey areas. First, validation of the sacrament requires a physical sign.
Tangibility remains essential to sacramentality. While the token does not completely
define the sacrament, no sacrament can exist without the sign. Luther writes, "The holy
sacrament . . . has three parts. The first is the sacrament, or sign. The second is the
significance of this sacrament. The third is the faith required with each of the first two"
(242). Similarly, Article XXV in the Book ofCommon Prayer denounces five of the so-
called sacraments ofRoman Catholicism because "they have not any visible sign or
ceremony ordained ofGod" {Book ofCommon Prayer 1979 872). A sacrament properly
defined requires a physical sign; without such tangibility a sacrament caimot exist. Thus,
Lutherans and Anglicans, among other Protestant Christians, limit the number of
sacraments to two: baptism and the Lord's Supper (also called Communion or Eucharist).
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Second, both Lutheran and Anglican sacramental theologies require the token to
accompany a promise. Luther writes, "In every promise ofGod two things are presented
to us, the word and the sign, so that we are to understand the word to be the testament,
but the sign to be the sacrament" (300). The Anglican liturgy testifies to this twofold
reality in nearly all its cultural settings:
Wherefore, O Lord and heavenly Father, according to the institution of thy
dearly beloved Son our Savior Jesus Christ, we, thy humble servants, do
celebrate and make here before thy divine Majesty, with these thy holy
gifts, which we now offer unto thee, the memorial thy Son hath
commanded us to make; having in remembrance his blessed passion and
precious death, his mighty resurrection and glorious ascension; rendering
unto thee most hearty thanks for the innumerable benefits procured unto
us by the same. (Book ofCommon Prayer 1979 335)
The holy gifts are the means by which Christians enjoy such iimumerable benefits.
Article ofReligion XXV likewise clarifies the connection between sign and promise:
"Sacraments ordained ofChrist be not only badges or tokens ofChristian men's
profession, but rather they be certain sure witnesses, and effectual signs of grace, and
God's good will towards us" (872). The elements stand as "tokens" and "witnesses" of
God's grace and good will. Similar to the way a kiss communicates the love of amother
to her child, the element (water, bread, and wine) expresses the divine promise of sins
forgiven.
Third, both Lutherans and Anglicans hold unswervingly to the inherent power of
the sacrament. The sacrament works intemally in the one who receives the sign through
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faith. The sacraments are not merely symbols; the sacraments are the means by which
God conveys justifying and sanctifying grace (Wesley 5: 186). Li other words, God
utilizes the sacraments to bring about positive, substantive change in the spiritual lives of
people.
Luther writes of the Christian who goes to mass with purity of intention, relying
entirely upon the promises ofGod in the sacrament to bring about inner transformation:
This faith there follows, of itself, a most sweet stirring of the heart,
whereby the spirit ofman is enlarged and enriched (that is love, given by
the Holy Spirit through faith in Christ), so that he is drawn to Christ. . .and
made a thoroughly new and different man. (296)
The Christian's participation in the sacrament provides the avenue through which God
brings about a change in the human heart. The similarities of Luther's arguments to
Anglican sensibilities are likewise unambiguous. The Article ofReligion states, "[the
sacraments] work invisibly in us, and doth not only quicken, but also strengthen and
confirm our Faith in him" {Book ofCommon Prayer 1979 872).
In conclusion, sacramental theology in an Anglican and Lutheran context rests
upon three basic premises: the requirement of a tangible sign, the connection of a divine
promise (i.e., forgiveness of sins) to the sign, and the belief that the one who participates
in the sacrament in faith receives transforming grace. The sacraments are, as White says,
"a continual means ofmanifesting God's love for us, . . . [and] the actions through which
the power ofGod is conveyed to us {Sacraments as God's SelfGiving 23, 27). The
sacraments are efficacious able to work in a person bringing him or her to a fuller
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experience ofGod's transforming grace. The word ofproclamation alone is not sufficient
to bring us into community with the body of Jesus Christ.
Excursus: A Discussion of the Presence ofChrist in the Eucharist
Before launching into a discussion regarding the power of the Eucharist to bring
about change in a person's life, this section takes a brief look at varying theological
positions regarding Christ's presence in the Eucharist followingWestem theological
sources. While the excursus may appear only remotely cormected to the subject of the
study, a basic understanding of the various theological points of view will help shed light
on the problem's context. The Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Calvinist, and ZwingUan
positions represent the four dominant theologies related to Christ's presence in the
sacrament.
The Thomistic view of transubstantiation defines Roman Catholic dogma. This
concept contends for a literal change of substance in the elements ofbread and wine
following the priest's command. The doctrine of transubstantiation demands the highest
level ofbodily presence theology. According to the Roman Catholic understanding, at the
priest's words the bread and wine of the Eucharistic change substances and become the
body and blood ofChrist. Thus the service of the Table re-presents and re-sacrifices
Christ afresh for the sins of the community. Through participation in this bodily presence,
the recipients obtain both the atoning and sanctifying work ofChrist (Staples 214).
The Lutheran position (called consubstantiation) mitigates the doctrine of
fransubstantiation while maintaining a focus on Christ's bodily presence in the Eucharist.
Luther defaults to mystery in defending his position but remained adamant that Christ's
bodily presence at the Table was every bit as real as his presence at the Last Supper.
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Nevertheless, Luther rejected the notion ofbread and wine changing substances. Rather,
he argued that Christ was hidden in, with, and under the elements (288). Christ is bodily
present through the elements but a person should not confuse the substance of the
elements with the substance ofChrist's body.
The Zwinglian position holds that the Lord's Supper as little more than a source
ofChristian fellowship. Zwinglian theology rejects the notion ofChrist's bodily presence
in the supper's elements at all. Instead this position envisions the Eucharist as an
opportunity to recall the words and work of Jesus, thereby encouraging the community.
Rob L. Staples notes that the Zwiniglian view understands Christ's presence in the
Supper, "not in essence or reality, but only by the contemplation of faith" (222).
Zwinglians often refer to the ordinance of the Lord's Supper rather than the sacrament.
The Calvinist view leans heavily on the work of the Holy Spirit. Calvin argues
vigorously against the bodily presence ofChrist in the Eucharist and stresses the
communication ofpower to Christians through the Holy Spirit. However, Calvin also
rebuffs Zwingli's overcorrection. Calvin believes in the reality ofChrist's presence in the
sacrament, but he simply defines it as a great mystery. Moreover, instead of debating the
manner in which a priest might call Jesus down upon the elements, Calvin sees the
Church as caught up by the Holy Spirit into heaven during the Eucharist. White writes,
"To use a modem analogy, the Holy Spirit operates like an escalator to raise us up to
heaven where we tmly feed on Christ" {Sacraments in Protestant Practice 79). White
goes on to note, "The rediscovery of the importance of the Holy Spirit in the eucharist,
long forgotten in the West but central in the East, is an important accomplishment in
Calvin" (79). Calvin essentially provided a significant contribution to Westem thought in
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that he moved the discussion from bodily presence in the Eucharist to real presence.
The Anglican Communion holds a via media position on the sacrament permitting
a wide range of thought under a broad theological tent. For instance Anglicans argue for
the sacrament as a means of grace and therefore efficacious in the lives ofChristians. On
the presence ofChrist in the sacrament Anglicans offer a compromise between the
Lutheran and Calvinist positions with a slight edge toward Calvin. Nevertheless, while
the Anglican Articles ofReligion and liturgy permit broad sympathies with all three real
presence positions, they virtually eliminate any strict adherence either to the Roman
Catholic or the Zwinglian positions.
Figure 2.2 illusfrates the continuum ofpositions regarding Christ's realpresence
in the Eucharist and the relative compatibility with Anglican sacramental sensibilities.
Strength ofposition regarding Christ's Real Presence in the Eucharist
Roman Catholic Lutheran Calvinist Zwinglian
Eucharist = Christ's
bodily presence
Eucharist =
proximity to Christ's
bodily presence
Eucharist =
spiritual proximity
to Christ
Eucharist =
opportunity to
remember Christ
Broad compatibility with Anglicans
Figure 2.2 Real Presence Theology
The Power of the Eucharist
Discussions of the Eucharist usually begin with the mysterious nature of the
sacrament as the Eucharist frequently strikes people with its esoteric nature. Oftentimes
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this mystical aspect brings epistemological struggles. First, many people fail to see the
cause-and-effect relationship between eating a meal and spirituaUty. The source ofmuch
of this angst comes from the Enlightenment. The Enlightenment brought about many
changes in human thought but none more severe than the distinct categorization between
the empirical (real) world and religion:
The fact that positivism has been subject to damaging criticism in recent
decades . . . has not stopped it from continuing to exercise an influence at
the popular level, where it accords well with the prevailingWestem
worldview which gives pre-eminent value to scientific knowing and
technological confrol and power while relativizing the intangible values
and belief�systems ofhuman society. (Wright New Testament 33)
As products of the Enlighteimient, many people fail to see how bread and wine can have
any substantial effect on a person's sense of spiritual wellbeing apart from serving as
some sort ofpsychological cmtch. Nonetheless, a sfrong theme in Christian literature
speaks directly to the coimection between the Eucharist and intemal spiritual change in
Christian communicants' lives.
Some of the earliest Christian writers engaged in vigorous conversations about the
Eucharist. Ignatius ofAntioch, a contemporary ofPolycarp, cautions Christians to tread
carefiilly regarding their attitudes toward the Eucharist. He writes of the heretics who
refiise the Eucharist because they question its connection to Jesus' body and blood:
They abstain from the Eucharist and from prayer, because they confess not
the Eucharist to be the flesh ofour Savior Jesus Christ, which suffered for
our sins, and which the Father, ofHis goodness, raised up again. Those,
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therefore, who speak against this gift ofGod, incur death in the midst of
their disputes (89).
Ignatius does not view varying opinions on the Eucharist as matters ofadiaphora, matters
of indifference. Rejecting the Eucharist and questioning the substance constitutes a
heretical belief, according to Ignatius. Furthermore, Ignatius argues that rejecting the
Eucharist will "incur death" upon the Christian that makes such a choice. On a more
positive note, in his letter to the Philadelphians Ignatius says the Church should be
carefiil to have only one Eucharist (presumably he means one type) as "there is one flesh
of the Lord Jesus Christ; and His blood which was shed for us is one; one loaf also is
broken to all [the communicants], and one cup is distributed among them all" (81)
Ignatius here establishes the basis for a moving toward a more fiiUy developed theology
of the real presence ofChrist in the Eucharist.
Ignatius further argues that the Eucharist changed his earthly desires such that the
Eucharist represents all for which he now longs. Gone is "the delight in corruptible food
[and] the pleasures of this life," and he only desires "the bread ofGod, the heavenly
bread" and "the drink, namely his blood, which is incorruptible love and etemal life"
(77). Ignatius evidently regards the Eucharist as both essential and efficacious. Without
the Eucharist there is no path to etemal life while participation in the Lord's Supper
actually does something to produce a positive change.
Iraneus builds on Ignatius' theology and offers a more explicit explanation of the
power of the Eucharist at work in the communicant:
Then, again, how can they say that the flesh, which is nourished with the
body of the Lord and with His blood, goes to cormption, and does not
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partake of life? Let them, therefore, either alter their opinion, or cease
from offering the things just mentioned. But our opinion is in accordance
with the Eucharist, and the Eucharist in tum establishes our opinion. For
we offer to Him His own, announcing consistently the fellowship and
union of the flesh and Spirit. For as the bread, which is produced from the
earth, when it receives the invocation ofGod, is no longer common bread,
but the Eucharist, consisting of two realities, earthly and heavenly; so also
our bodies, when they receive the Eucharist, are no longer cormptible,
having the hope of the resurrection to etemity. (486)
According to frenaeus, two fransactions occur in the Eucharist. First the bread becomes
the body ofChrist when the priest consecrates it to God, and second the power of the God
transforms the communicant making him or her fit for etemity. While this passage offers
plenteous support for a real presence argument, it is noteworthy that frenaeus presses the
sanctifying effect of the Eucharist.
During the second Christian milleimiimi, philosophy grew more and more
prominent in the Church. With the development of (Greek) philosophy, metaphysical
classifications began to dominate Eucharist discussions. While continuing to embrace and
enjoy the mystery, theologians also sought to reduce sacramental ambiguities by inserting
new categories into theological discussions. Unfortunately, many of these new categories
were completely foreign to the language of the New Testament. While theologians
continued assuming the catholic position ofChrist's real presence in the Eucharist, they
also began discussing in what manner the fransformation took place. Ultimately these
debates led to Thomas Aquinas' definition of fransubstantiation. Still, while Aquinas did
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seek to explain the celebration of the Eucharist by employing metaphysical language he
did not rely upon "philosophical argument as a means of establishing that Christ is
present in the eucharist" (Davies 365). Indeed, for Aquinas and his contemporaries the
belief in Christ's real presence in the Eucharist remained central to the Christian faith.
Support for the supposition that the scholastics imported real presence theology into
Eucharistic discussions remains dubious at best.
Throughout the Reformation theologians began developing careful Eucharistic
theologies. Luther modified the Roman Catholic dogma with his understanding of
consubstantiation while Zwingli contended for a position amounting to little more than a
fond remembrance. Although the memorial motif connects to a key scriptural concept of
the Eucharist, limiting the sacramental meal to mental recollections undermined the wider
catholic position of real presence. Nevertheless, the memorialists' arguments worked a
profound effect upon the church. One form of stirring the memory differs little from the
next. In fact, preaching began to gain prominence over the Eucharist as the preferable
means of intellectual stimulation. The end result left the church with sfrong pulpits but
devoid of the sacrament. Staples notes how in his own pastoral praxis he operated in a
Zwinglian manner. He writes, "During [my early ministry as a pastor] I regarded both
baptism and the Eucharist as having onlyminor importance in the life of faith" (17).
Amazingly, while Zwingli's position began as theminority opinion among Reformation
theologians it soon gained ground as the de facto praxis ofmany Evangelical Protestants.
Calvin rejected the both the Zwinglian and Lutheran positions (Staples 225).
Nonetheless, he comes closer to the latter than the former. Calvin, like the catholic
theologians before him, contends for Christ's presence in the Eucharist. Moreover, he
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speaks not just of the Lord's presence in the Supper but also of its advantages. Calvin
believes that in the participation of the Eucharist something actually happens inside the
communicant. Nonetheless, he resisted the urge to explain how the Lord works through
the sacrament. He writes, "[T]his subject is a high mystery, which I fmd myself incapable
ofproperly comprehending, even in mymind; and no person is able to measure the
sublimity bymy inadequate representation of it" (438). He went on to distance himself
from Zwingli as he spoke of the Lord's presence and not merely the remembrance
brought about by the symbols. He pointedly says, "In receiving the symbol of this body
[i.e., the bread of the Eucharist], we at the same time truly receive the body itself (439).
Further, Christian participation in the Eucharist leads the communicant to "experience the
efficacy of the one sacrifice [and be] assured of etemal life" (436). Additionally, by a
person's participation in the Eucharist, "the Lord communicates his body ... so that he
becomes completely one with us, and we become one with him, and consequently one
with one another" (449). Calvin thus sfrengthens the real presence position as well as the
notion that the Eucharist works a fransforming effect upon communicants.
In the eighteenth century, John Wesley wrote precisely on the role of the
Eucharist in the life ofChristian piety. His concem revolved around the effects of the
sacrament more than Christ's presence in the supper. Gareth Lloyd notes that a consensus
among scholars holds the Wesleyan revival was as much a sacramental movement as it
was an evangelical one (68). The sacramental characteristic Lloyd chiefly attributes to the
Wesleyan tradition resonates with the sensibilities of the High Church customs,
especially those of Charles Wesley:
[Charles] expounded his mature views on the Eucharist with particular
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regard to the necessity for a weekly observance. In a manner typical of the
High Church, he points to scripture and ancient Christian practice in
support ofhis contention and it is noteworthy that he cites theApostolic
Constitutions to which the Nonjuror John Clayton first introduced the
Wesleys at Oxford. (68)
Lloyd further notes that the indispensable requirement for membership in the Methodist
band was "to be at [a parish] church, and at the Lord's Table every week" (67). A critical
component to understanding the Wesleyan revival in the eighteenth century demands
attention upon both Word and Table as necessary and cooperative means of grace.
John Wesley further argued that God typically communicates grace to humanity
through "usual channels" (Works 5: 185). Because God can use anything to communicate
grace, Wesley distinguishes between the general means of grace and what he called the
"chiefmeans." The latter included "prayer,. . . searching the Scriptures,. . . and receiving
the Lord's Supper" (188). Wesley likewise avoids confusing the signs with the thing
signified by distinguishing the means from their respective ends:
We know that there is no inherent power in the words that are spoken in
prayer, in the letter of Scripture read, the sound thereofheard, or the bread
and wine received in the Lord's Supper; but that it is God alone who is the
Giver of every good gift, the Author of all grace; that the whole power is
ofHim. (188)
Nonetheless, Wesley goes on to say, "All who desire the grace ofGod are to wait for it in
the means which he hath ordained" (190). Such a statement echoes not only with
Wesley's pastoral theology, but also with his Anglican fradition.
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Wesley's Anglican heritage taught him the language of "sign" and "inward
grace". In Anglican spirituality, a person comes into contact with God through prayer and
contemplation, as well as through tangible elements. The elements are not magic but
serve as the means through which God communicates grace. In the catechism of
Wesley's youth, the 1662 Book ofCommon Prayer he leamed the following:
Question. What meanest thou by this word Sacrament?
Answer. I mean an outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual
grace given unto us, ordained by Christ himself, as a means whereby we
receive the same, and a pledge to assure us thereof.
Question. How many parts are there in a Sacrament?
Answer. Two: the outward visible sign and the inward spiritual grace.
The catechism then connected the abstract concepts (of grace and means) to the concrete
realities of the Lord's Supper:
Question. Why was the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper ordained?
Answer. For the continual remembrance of the sacrifice of the death of
Christ and of the benefits which we receive thereby.
Question. What is the outward part or sign of the Lord's Supper?
Answer. Bread and Wine, which the Lord hath commanded to be received.
Question. What is the inward part, or thing signified?
Answer. The Body and Blood ofChrist, which are verily and indeed taken
and received by the faithful in the Lord's Supper.
Question. What are the benefits whereofwe are partakers thereby?
Answer. The strengthening and refreshing ofour souls by the Body and
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Blood ofChrist, as our bodies are by the Bread and Wine. (Book of
Common Prayer: 1662)
The sign communicates grace as a benefit through participation in Christ's real presence.
These are not empty tokens but represent a requisite part of spiritual growth and
development. According to Wesley's Anglican spiritually, a Christian's participation in
the sacrament stands as an efficacious step in the overall path of inner transformation.
Wesley seems completely consistent when, in another sermon, he intimates that a
person who refuses communion is either impious or foolish. He writes, "[There is] "only
one way forman to be happy . . . namely by being like [God] in holiness" (Works 7: 150).
To this end, Wesley continued, "[God] has given certain means ofobtaining his help.
One of these is the Lord's Supper" (150). In other words, Wesley argued that failing to
participate in the Lord's Supper demonstrated disregard for a person's own soul.
Finally, Bonhoeffer rejected the concept of the body ofChrist as some sort of
metaphor for the Church. Bonhoeffer understood the body ofChrist as living here on
earth as the Church. (Cost ofDiscipleship 218) Thus the Christian's participation in the
sacraments represented the primary way to live as the body ofChrist in the world.
Bonhoeffer asserts, "The word ofproclamation alone is not sufficient to bring us into
community with the body of Jesus Christ; the sacrament is necessary too" (216). The
theologian who above agued for an understanding ofChrist's real presence in the sermon
refiises to relent on the necessity of the sacrament. Bonhoeffer asks, "How then do we
come to participate in the body ofChrist?. . . For only through that body can we find
acceptance and salvation." Bonhoeffer answers his question, "Through the two
sacraments" (216). According to Bonhoeffer, the sacraments both fortify the Christian
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and bring him or her spiritual health and life.
In conclusion, this section of the theological literature review points first toward
the issue of Christ's real presence in the Eucharist. While the concept stands as a
significant theological matter worthy of discussion, parts of the debate remain only
tangentially connected to this study. Specifically the nomenclature with which someone
defines Christ's presence bears little weight on the problem in this study. As Davies says,
"For [Aquinas] as for Luther, heresy conceming the eucharist lies in denying that Christ
is present in the eucharist, or in saying that he is present there only symbolically" (372).
The communication ofChrist's presence through the Lord's Supper remains the
paramount issue.
A second conclusion from this section indicates a long Christian fradition of
viewing the Eucharist as inherently powerfiil. Indeed, even the Zwinglians understand the
value ofpious thoughts. While coming to the Table in faith differs distinctly from coming
to the Table theologically informed, the former precedes the latter. In other words what
one believes happens in the Eucharist seems to pale in comparison to whether one
actually participates in Communion. Nonetheless, the conviction many Christians share,
namely that Christ is present in the meal, stands as a staple ofhistoric sacramental
orthodoxy.
Word or Table: A Choice?
Paulinus Milner asserts that while Catholics of the past have tended to "emphasize
the importance of the sacraments to the point ofneglecting the word ofGod, Protestants
have emphasized the latter to the point ofneglecting the former" (12). Such an apt
description pointedly demonstrates the dichotomy in the Christian church: Christians
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must choose between preaching and sacrament. Rare is the local church that offers equal
attention to both Word and Table.
Among Protestant traditions, most denominational churches provide their
congregations the Eucharist on a monthly or quarterly basis. Unfortunately when offered,
the service of the Table generally entails truncating the service of the Word or presenting
the Eucharist as a perfunctory appendage to the service. Likewise, many Catholic
churches develop such involved Table liturgies that the necessary time to focus on the
Scriptures remains scant. As a result, many Christian congregants must choose between
sacramental churches and Bible-based ones.
Word and Table Conclusion
Several conclusions from the literature arise conceming the role ofWord and
Table. First, the biblical witness offers strong evidence for both faithful preaching and
weekly Eucharist as the primarymeans of grace capable of creating real, substantive
change in the Christians' hearts. Second, the literature indicates the absurdity of
eliminating orminimizing either Word or Table from Christian worship. Sadly, while the
biblical and historical witnesses focus on the cenfral role ofWord and sacrament in
Christian worship, the arguments that surround contemporary worship nearly always
involves music. Such superficial debates seem to divert attention from the means of
grace, and limit discussions that are more fruitful.
The next section tums to a review of literature dealing with spiritual formation.
While the study of liturgies offers valuable insight regarding the purpose ofworship,
spiritual formation provides the language with which to judge outcomes. This study
sought to develop a theological convergence involving theministry ofpreaching,
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sacramental theology, and spiritual formation.
Spiritual Formation: Real, Substantive Change
The metaphor of spiritual formation comes from Scripture. In the New Testament,
for instance, St. Paul writes a letter to the Galatians using the language of form alteration.
He writes, "My children, with whom I am again in labor until Christ is formed (|iop(j)6a))
in you" (Gal. 4:19). Similarly sfrong allusions to spiritual formation occur in Romans
12:2 when Paul urges the Roman Christians not to be "conformed to this age" (ht)
ouoxruiaTiCeaGe tw alwvL toutq) but to be "transformed (|xeTaiiopc))ouo96) by the
renewing of yourminds." In short, spiritual formation as a discipline derives from a
metaphor indicating the reshaping of a person's thought processes. The metaphor also
speaks to a person's interior (i.e., spiritual) formation using language consistent with
exterior change.
Christian spiritual formation fiirther connotes the possibility that persons can
experience a re-shaping or re-forming of their lives. Conformity to the image (eiKoSv) of
Jesus Christ defines the objective ofChristian spiritual formation. The formation
metaphor, while a dominant image for the discipline of spiritual change represents only
one of the metaphors used in the New Testament. In fact, two other scriptural metaphors
serve to provide fiiller clarity for the discipline's objectives.
The second metaphor for understanding the frend in spiritual theology comes
from the analogy ofjoumeying. In fact, Luke employed the joumeying metaphor in the
Emmaus road passage. Joumeying speaks to the idea ofprogressing toward a destination
in a person's life. When employed in Scripture, the destination involves arriving in God's
presence. Further, the concept ofjoumeying defines the qualitative change people
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experience as they spend time with God. Often people commonly use such figurative
language when describing this concept. A person might say, "I feel like I've gained
ground inmy spiritual walk," or, "I feel like I'm walking closer with God." The New
Testament fi-equently uses this joumeyingmotif For instance, Jesus uses the walking
metaphor to speak of the choices a person faces in deciding whether or not to adjust their
behavior according to his teachings:
"Enter by the narrow gate; for the gate is wide, and the way is broad that
leads to destmction, and many are those who enter by it. For the gate is
small, and the way is narrow that leads to life, and few are those who find
it." (Matt.7: 13-14)
John Bunyan likewise picks up on this motif and creates a narrative allegory of spiritual
development through his employment of the joumeying metaphor in his classic work,
Pilgrim 's Progress.
Growth represents a third metaphor in the field of theologizing about spirituality.
Again, the New Testament provides copious material. St. Paul encourages the Ephesians
to speak "the tmth in love," so that they would, "grow up in all aspects into Him, who is
the head, even Christ" (4:15). Instead of "morphing" or "joumeying," a biotic metaphor
describes positive progress. Thus, the analogy likens Christian life with organic
development.
At least three biblical metaphors, then, speak to the aims of spiritual formation.
Put simply, spiritual formation seeks to bring about inner, spiritual developmental in the
lives ofChristians by strengthening them in holistic well-being. Moreover, by the use of
these biblical metaphors the discipline argues for substantive inner change. Spiritual
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formation as a discipline thus offers a theology of human development and language
capable of expressing both positive and negative movement. As a part of a program for
spiritual development, Christians can actively seek positive change in their lives and
describe those changes through the use of the metaphors mentioned above.
Willard says humanity's greatest need is a "renovation of the heart" (14). Thus, he
introduces a fourth metaphor into the discussion. Willard' s metaphor comes from the
manufacturing trade. He argues that people caimot avoid transformation. All humanity
experiences change throughout their lives. Transformation happens whether people
intend it or recognize it. He sees spiritual formation as that which, "without regard to any
specifically religious context or fradition, is theprocess [original emphasis] by which the
human spirit or will is given a definite 'form' or character" (19). The issue remains as to
what type of fransformation people are experiencing.
The connection between intentional pursuit of spiritual formation and the role
Word and Table worship plays in a person's spiritual life forms a critical disciplinary
convergence for this study. In other words, spiritual formation seeks to explicate the
manner in which people move toward positive change, while worship (specificallyWord
and Table worship) promises a particular mechanism for such qualitative change.
Worship and spiritual formation remain inextricably linked together.
The Seven Goals ofSpiritual Formation
The metaphor of spiritual formation offers sfrong visual imagery. Like a sculpture
taking shape in the hands of an artist, so a person begins to evolve spiritually.
Nonetheless, spiritual formation while speaking of an inner change remains concemed
with extemal qualities, too. For example as persons become more Christlike, they might
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become less selfish or more faithful to their friends. The irnier change manifests itself in
particular outcomes. The following section details seven such positive outcomes resultant
from positive spiritual formation.
Human acceptance ofGod's grace defines the first outcome of spiritual formation.
While this change may seem to put the emphasis in the wrong place, human acceptance
remains critical to a person's spiritual development. If individuals cannot accept God's
grace as an operative reality in their lives, perhaps they have not experienced the new
birth. Simon Chan writes, "Grace is experienced not just as power at work in the soul but
as a gift that transforms a relationship ofhostility and alienation into one of reconciliation
and peace. A deep appreciation ofdivine goodness follows the realization" (61). As
Christians grow in their spiritual lives, they will come inevitably to know and appreciate
the grace ofGod.
A hunger for righteousness, often characterized by pursuit ofvirtue, defines the
second outcome of a positive spiritual growth frajectory. The constructive side of this
reality expresses a yearning for moral purity. As believers grow in grace, they long for
purity. Indeed, the moral conscience comes alive in people following the new birth and
the believer inwardly desires freedom from sin. Nonetheless, the Christian also finds a
subsequent inability to gain victory over sin. A battle begins inside the Christian typically
leading to frusfration. Ironically, spiritual growth creates a desire for holiness while
providing no obvious means of satisfying this newfound yearning. The hunger for
righteousness simply manifests negatively as a desperate longing for freedom from sin
and vice.
While remaining paradoxical, the Christian hunger for righteousness (whether
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expressed positively or negatively) marks a significant advancement in a person's
spiritual development. Foster writes, "When we despair of gaining inner transformation
through human powers ofwill and determination, we are open to a wonderful new
realization: inner righteousness is a gift firom God" (5). The intemal awareness of
bondage provides the first step to seeking God's liberating grace.
The third positive outcome of a developing spirituality becomes evident when a
person engages in the missio Dei (the mission ofGod). The mission ofGod differs from
missions (plural) in that the former defines a lifestyle whereas the latter describes a
program. Participation in the missio Dei indicates a person begiiming to embrace an ethos
ofministry to others in Jesus' name. The mission which marks growth, occurs when a
person embarks upon a goal of reconciling the world to God. The program ofmissions
describes institutional agendas through cross-cultural interventions to produce converts.
R. Paul Stevens writes, "Mission is God's own going forth�tmly an ekstasis ofGod. He
is Sender, Sent and Sending" (194). Stephen Seamands likens this spiritual development
to resonance in physics, "when two vibrating energies move toward each other and the
frequency of their vibration matches" (164). He later says, "When we are resonating with
the etemal love frequencies of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, there is an enormous
release of energy, and we are thmst forth into mission" (164). Thus, as a person's life
becomes more conformable to God's purposes, God inevitably draws him or her into
mission because mission is cenfral to God's character.
Interrelational harmony provides the description of the next positive outcome of a
growing spirituality. As persons become more conformed to the image ofChrist, they
become more loving and more able to relate with others. M. Robert MulhoUand, Jr.
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compares love for neighbor and love for God by noting that the former is not a secondary
matter in the great commandment. He writes, "[0]ne's relationship with God is
inseparably rooted in one's relationship with others" (29). Therefore, determining the
growth ofone's spiritual life begins by answering the question, "Are we, in our
relationships, becoming increasingly Christlike?" (29). Personal spiritual development
does not inmnediately change a person's personality. Nonetheless, the softening of a
person towards others marks a clearmovement in his or her spirituality.
A fifth outcome of spiritual formation is the positive impact on a person's attitude
toward stewardship issues. How someone cares for the riches entrusted to them, including
their use ofmoney and the care of the planet, reflects the level ofappreciation a person
has for God's blessings. Caring for God's creation reflects a natural by-product of living
in close relationship to the Lord. In other words, as a person becomes more spiritually
whole they tend to realize their responsibility. Recognition of responsibility does not
however indicate the necessity for asceticism. On the contrary. Christian spirituality
produces simplicity, not severity. Foster writes, "Simplicity sets us free to receive the
provision ofGod as a gift that is not ours to keep, and that can be freely shared with
others" (74). Christians may enjoy life's blessings, but they should not hoard, pillage, or
exploit God's creation for personal gain. As believers move toward simplicity in their
lives, they demonsfrate positive iimer fransformation.
The sixth positive growth outcome, oddly enough, emerges from the presence of
conflict. While not all types of conflict indicate growth, often an increase of certain types
of conflict do indicate growth. Particularly infrapersonal conflict arising from vocational
dissonance marks the life of the developing Christian. This conflict often manifests
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through the experience ofbeing pulled between polar opposites. Rachel Berghash and
Katherine Jillson argue for the positive aspect of such conflict. They begin by delineating
between the soul and the psyche. The former deals with two facets: a religious dimension
and a spiritual one. They note the religious soul, "concems itselfwith concepts ofvirtues
and sins that promote goodness and eradicate or neutralize evil" (3 1 5). Conversely, the
spiritual dimension, "wanders and is at home wherever it is, reposes and rests in whatever
it is contemplating, and is result-free and future-free" (315). Put differently, the spiritual
soul is that deepest part of an individual that wants and values authenticity over and
above practicality. It comports with the self that desires to live and act according to an
inner set of criteria that may never be cognizant on the level of the psyche.
Of course caution must be urged for those people who care for the souls of others.
The spiritual director needs to understand that soul care and psychological care actually
may be in conflict. For instance, suppose a person's soul demands he or she quits a job,
but to do so would mean financial insecurity. This conflict will essentially produce a
troubled psyche. At this point the spiritual director must recognize the conflict and make
the directee aware of the nature of the conflict (Berghash and Jillson 331). In any event,
the mere fact of the stmggle points to positive spiritual growth.
Thus from the soul, men and women find sfrength to do what is both right and
authentic. Nonetheless, oftentimes the right action requires risk or sacrifice. Berghash and
Jillson point to such "heroes" as Socrates, St. Teresa ofAvila, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and
Thomas Merton to make their case (316-19). Infrapersonal conflict thus serves as a
distinct but ironic outcome of spiritual growth emerging from the soul's emboldened
steps toward inner alignment.
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Finally, social justice concems offer a strong indicator of spiritual growth. The
basic aspect of social justice rests in the desire for moral and equal treatment for all
people. As a person's relationship with God deepens, he or she increasingly develops an
acute concem for the plight of the disenfranchised. As Chan says, "[Spiritual social
engagement] must be impelled by the same Spirit ofGod who guides the church aright in
these different situations as it prays. Only then is spirituality authentically Christian"
(189). A concem for needy people indicates the embrace ofmercy and as such indicates a
developing inner character consistent with the nature ofGod.
Spiritual Formation Conclusion
Human selfishness, indifference, and vanity all point to the wide gap between
humans and God. The natural inclination of the human heart tums away firom God and
others. If left unchecked, appetites for pleasure and securitywill grow stronger and
further enslave people to sin distancing them from the life of the Spirit. On the contrary,
the Christian message declares both the possibility of forgiveness for past abuses and the
joy of transforming grace. The Gospel of Jesus Christ offers the possibility of a positive,
personal change through the development of a Christlike character.
The discipline of spiritual formation focuses on positive, holistic human
transformation. Specifically, spiritual formation seeks to direct Christians systematically
into particular practices to permit cooperation with God's grace. In the work ofdirection,
spiritual formation fiirther expects to see markers along the way indicating positive
change in the life of the directee. The seven signposts do not fimction sequentially nor are
they exhaustive; rather, they stand as indicators ofprogression or movement in the right
direction. Ultimately, the spiritual formation implications for this study posit the church's
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worship as means with which to progress in these seven areas of spiritual maturation.
Chapter Summary
This chapter reviewed the biblical, theological, and spiritual formation precedents
necessary for establishing a convergence between Christian worship and spiritual
formation. Particularly the review established a link between Word and Table worship as
a paradigm for Christian liturgy and the personal spiritual development of individual
Christians. The following points summarize the literature review:
1 . The Road to Emmaus passage fimctions as ametaphor for early Christian
worship.
2. Theologians consistently elevate the role ofpreaching as a transformative
power in the life of the church.
3. The Church has always believed the Eucharist stands as a climactic encoimter
with the real presence ofChrist.
4. Spiritual formation fimctions on the premise that all people are in the process of
transformation.
5. Spiritual formation operates on a second premise that humans may place
themselves before God through the use of certain means of grace, ofwhich Christian
worship represents the chiefmeans.
6. Spiritual transformation manifests itself in specific outcomes, including:
a. Acceptance ofGod's grace,
b. A hunger for personal holiness,
c. Participation in the missio Dei,
d. Relational harmony.
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e. Improved stewardship of resources,
f Intemal moral conflict, and
g. A growing concem for social justice.
Finally, the literature review pointed toward a convergence of authority. Whereas
the convergence ofbiblical exegesis, liturgical theology, and spiritual formation came
together to provide a foundation for the study, the convergence of the Word and Table in
the liturgy point toward the ideal scenario for producing positive, spiritual development
in Christian worshippers. Figure 2.2 illustrates this spiritual formation convergence.
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Figure 2.3 Word and Table convergence
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The Problem Revisted
Many elements frame a holistic approach to spirituality within the Christian
spiritual formation tradition. No one single factor alone determines whether a person
develops a healthy spirituality. Indeed, a person maymitigate his or her participation in
the positive means of grace through an embrace of sinful practices. Conversely, a person
may utilize a complex matrix of the various means of grace while simultaneously
rejecting sin in all (or most) of its forms and thus develop a healthy spirituality far swifter
than another person who fails to avail her or himself of these same avenues.
Notwithstanding this study's willingness to concede the point that not all people
manifest the same level ofpersonal commitment to spiritual growth, the assumption
remains operative that a manifest desire on the part of a person to "renounce Satan and
the evil powers of this world and all sinfiil desires" and "tum to Jesus Christ" placing his
or her "whole tmst in his grace and love" indeed does create a path for grace in the lives
of individual Christians {Book ofCommon Prayer 1979 302). Moreover, because the
historic paradigm ofChristian worship provides access to the chiefmeans of grace,
participation in worship should result in positive spiritual fransformation. In other words,
the historic pattem ofWord and Table should offer the primary venue for spiritual
development.
The timeliness of the study comes through the ongoing attempt to understand the
role ofworship in the Christian community. In particular, this study sought to address the
purpose ofworship and how to maximize its impact on Christian congregants. While
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many Christians see worship as primarily a venue for evangelism, this study argues that
worship's chief aim is to bring glory to God by making saints. Thus, the study offers a
renewed focus upon worship in general and upon the role the means of grace serve m
Christian worship in particular.
The Study
This study focused on the impact of the worship program at FLC, a local
community of the ELCA. I selected FLC because its history as a congregation steeped in
the highest ideals ofpreaching in the Reformed tradition while simultaneously embracing
the historic praxis ofweekly, Eucharistic celebration. The study was interested
particularly in the impact FLC's weekly paradigm ofworship has upon the spiritual lives
of its congregants through the combination of the two principal means of grace (Word
and Table).
In summary, this study sought to discover how the people ofFLC describe the
quality of their spiritual lives and what, if any, connectionmight exist between their
weekly worship and the quality of their spirituality. Therefore, the study utilized a
qualitative approach rooted in hermeneutic phenomenology in order to understand "what
[the] people experience and how it is that they experience what they experience" (Patton
107). The personal narratives serve to explicate both the level of cognition and the
unconscious qualitative benchmarks.
Research Questions
The study's design sought to elicit participants' thoughts and feelings of the
participants in order to understand the impact ofworship upon their own spirituality in
their own words. The study hoped to elicit data revealing depth and insight unavailable in
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quantitative research. Furthermore, the research sought to understand the general tenor of
the culture created by FLC's vv^orshipping environment.
Research Question #1
What level of significance do participants attribute to weekly Sunday worship in
the overall quality of their spiritual lives?
This question sought to establish participants' sensibilities of the participants
toward their involvement in weekly worship and thus framed the context for their
subsequent involvement in the study. This question sought insight into the importance of
weekly church attendance to the participants' overall program of spiritual formation.
Research Question #2
How do participants view the impact of Sunday sermons on their daily lives?
While this study assumed that preaching affects the spiritual development of
Christian churchgoers, irrespective of the congregants' conscious understanding of the
sermon, the embrace of godly wisdom stood out as a particular point of reference. The
participants' attitude toward theministry ofproclamation thus correlates directly with
their willingness to embrace spiritual fransformation.
Research Question #3
How do participants view the role of the Eucharist in thefr spiritual formation?
Similar to the working assumption with regard to the role ofpreaching, this study
predicted that the Eucharist operates as its own power. In other words, similar to the way
medicine works in the human body irrespective of the attitude of the consumer's beliefs,
the Eucharist brings about iimer fransformation. The Eucharist fimctions as a formative
sacrament without regard to the mindset of the parishioner. Nevertheless, the study
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likewise assumes that positive spiritual formation leads a person toward a longing
embrace of the means of grace and thus shapes human opinions in predictable ways.
Population and Sample
Michael Quinn Patton notes, "There are no rules for sample size in qualitative
inquiry" (244). Sample sizes in qualitative research are rather selected on the basis of
"the purpose of the inquiry" (244). Because this study focused on in-depth analysis of
typical congregants, the sample size was limited to ten participants.
The population for this study consisted of adult worshippers at FLC. Participants
regularly attended any of the three Sunday services. I sought a "purposeful sampling" of
candidates, selected to provide depth ofunderstanding from "information-rich" cases
(Patton 236). For the purposes of this study, "information-rich" meant those typical cases
of active participants in the weekly worship at FLC. The participants were selected from
among the pool ofworshipping congregants at FLC without regard to membership status,
who attended regularly for at least one calendar year and for whom no major crises (death
in the immediate family, significant loss of income, divorce, or other unusual
circvmistance) had occurred in the same previous twelve calendar months. The process
for qualifying participants in regard to the criteria rested in the judgment of the pastor, the
Reverend Ron Luckey (236).
Design of the Study
Grounded in phenomenology, this study analyzed qualitative data drawn from
personal narratives. I interviewed participants using open-ended questions in order to
evaluate the impact ofFLC's worship program upon its congregants. The participants
were all regular attendees of the Faith Church and were selected based upon their
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compatibility with the description for a typical congregant (Patton 236). I asked
participants an identical series of questions following the standardized approach for open-
ended interviews. Thus, carefiilly-worded questions provided the study with focused
priorities and sought to eliminate extraneous diversions common in the informal
conversational model (346).
By design, this study sought to explore participants' personal evaluations in order
to appraise the effectiveness ofFLC's worship program. Specifically, the study sought to
elucidate the manner in which FLC's worship related to the spiritual formation of its
congregants. Nonetheless, the study did not simply seek to substantiate the viabihty of
such a program for other churches. Further, I did not design the study to establish the
generalizability ofFLC's worship program; rather, I sought to explore the successes of
FLC's extant worship program for the people ofFLC.
Instrumient Design
A researcher-designed standardized open-ended personal interview provided the
chief instrument used to collect data in the study. Utilizing Patton's "Matrix ofQuestion
Options," I designed the instrument to cover a wide swath of information dealing with the
affective and cognitive processes, opinions, behavioral change, and the participant's
relationship to change over time. Figure 3.1 illustrates Patton's matrix, which guidedmy
question formation (352).
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Table 3.1 Patton's questionnaire design table.
Question Focus Past Present Future
Behaviors/experiences
Opinions/values
Feelings/emotions
Knowledge
Sensory
Background
I used particular care to avoid the thorny problems associated with dichotomous
questions while emphasizing inquiries that provoked open-ended responses. Open-ended
questions allow respondents to answer in language consistent with their own lexical
choices and in ways that express their own understanding of the question. Naturally, I
could not preprogram the entire interview. Often I needed to ask probing questions in
order to elicit more detail, elaboration, or clarification. Furthermore, in the process of
conducting the interviews, I frequently offered ad lib comments for positive
reinforcement. Especially when the participant displayed signs of finsfration, fatigue, or
confiision I employed free flowing comments to help minimize the participants' sfress
level. Otherwise, the interviews remained standardized following prescribed questions.
I refined the instrument several times. After designing the questionnaire, I
submitted it to a peer review panel from Ohio Christian University (OCU). My
colleagues at OCU reviewed the questions and made suggestions for clarification. After I
adopted revisions, the panel fiirther considered the revisions and offered more
suggestions. I then repeated the process until the panel reached a consensus.
Second, I performed a mock study with a test group from the Trinity Lutheran
Church (TLC) in Circleville, Ohio. TLC shared many similarities with the FLC
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congregation. For instance both TLC and FLC belong to the same denomination.
Moreover, both congregations share similar ethnic and socioeconomic makeup. TLC's
small town Midwestern setting marked the major contrast with FLC's urban location.
I performed the mock study with four participants selected by the associate pastor
under the same criteria as the eventual FLC study. After completing the mock study, I
asked for participants' input regarding the clarity of the questions asked, the role of the
environment, and their overall impressions of the experience. I videotaped the mock
study and conducted it in a manner consistent withmy vision for the actual study.
Finally, I made slight modifications to the questions based on the TCL participants'
suggestions and prepared for the actual study.
Validity
The study ofhumanity is always problematic in that predictions of
generalizability regarding a particular intervention are riddled with uncertainties. For
instance, different people do not always respond to stimuli in the same way. One person
may respond quite favorably to a particular phenomenon while another person
experiencing the same realitymay respond quite differently. Indeed, any one person may
respond differently to a particular intervention if administered more than once.
Therefore, in spite ofpositivists' claim to the contrary, statistical analysis does not
establish credibility of a study regardless of the sample size. For example via television
millions ofpeople aroxmd the world witnessed the Apollo 1 1 moon landing on 20 July
1969. A sampling of those persons who watched the lunar landing could provide much
data about public sentiment regarding the landing and its widespread political and social
impact. Nonetheless, as recent conspiracy theorists have argued, the general public could
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not say for certain whether the event actually took place. Conversely, only three men�
Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael Collins-could testify to the veracity of the
landing. Moreover, only two of the astronauts possess the first-hand experience of
walking on the moon. Indeed, the Apollo 11 mission affirms that certain information
might be more reliable coming from a study group of two or three rather than from a
sampling pool of a million or more.
This study sought to understand the impact of a particular church's worship
program upon its congregants' spiritual lives. I selected the sample size of ten
participants based on budgetary and time concems. The validity of the sample size was
first confirmed by peer review and later through the criterion of redundancy (Patton 246).
Reliability
Phenomenological methodology places a high premium on how individuals
express their experience of a particular event or environment. While different people
experience the same phenomenon differently, ordinarily a theme of collective experience
speaks to the impact a particular phenomenon. The analysis of such themes provides
insight into the commonalities of the shared experiences.
A. Michael Huberman and Matthew B. Miles caution, "[while] looking at
multiple actors in multiple settings enhances generalizability. . .there is a danger that
multiple cases will be analyzed at high levels of inference, aggregating out the local webs
of causality and ending with a smoothed set ofgeneralizations that may not apply to any
single case" (435). In the case of this study, even if the phenomenon ofworship at FLC
deeply enriches these participants (i.e., the people ofFLC) such would not be necessarily
tme for all congregations in all places. This project sought to uncover and explain the
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lived experience of the FLC congregants for the purpose of gaining insight into how the
worship program at FLC typically influences people. Therefore, questions of
generalizabilty inevitably will skew as the findings of this study are applied to other
"local webs," and further still as those webs become less and less congruent with the FLC
community.
The contribution ofknowledge this study offered rested not in its generaHzability
for different settings, but in grasping the typification ofFLC members and rendering such
experiences recognizable. Thus, phenomenology stands on the scientific polemic that
subjectivity remains a "topic for investigation in its own right, not as a methodological
taboo" (Handbook 264). The experiences of the FLC congregation bring their own
scientific value apart from any consideration ofwidespread applicability.
Finally, phenomenology as a methodology offers a direct (postmodem) critique of
the empirical positivist exultation of generalizability. Phenomenologists argue "social
interaction constmcts as much as it conveys meaning," and to deny such simply ignores a
person's own subjective experience (Handbook 263). The fundamental philosophical bent
ofphenomenology thus Hes in its purposeful preservation of subjectivity for both the
participant and the researcher. This subjectivity remains particularly tme with regard to
the manner in which the "scientific observer deals with how social objects are made
meaningful" (Handbook 263). Subjectivity, therefore, does not reduce the study's
scientific value but preserves a meaningful type of knowledge unavailable in quantitative
research.
Of course, this approach opens the door to the empirical positivists' charge that
the study's findings were anecdotal. The postmodem phenomenologist rebuttal, on the
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other hand, argues that data derived from the subjective experience of a person stands as
infinitelymore valuable than the empiricist's statistical probabilities. Personal narratives
of subjective data contain authentic, subjective reality rather than impersonal statistical
conclusions.
The phenomenologist' s argument points out the absurdity of trusting empirical
data exclusively. For instance, the phenomenologist disputes the notion that such a thing
as, say, a familywith 2.5 children exists anywhere in a time-space world. Nonetheless,
the statistical possibility of constructing such a family from a sample pool is not only
possible but also likely. According to the postmodem phenomenologist, the empiricist's
claims rooted in numeric probability reflect only a virtual world existing nowhere in
reality. By comparison, the lived experiences ofparticular people possess existential
authenticity.
Data Collection Procedure
Data collection in this study came from one-on-one videotaped interviews. The
interviews took place in an FLC sitting room and lasted between thirty-five minutes and
one hour. Following each interview, I elecfronically filed and eventually franscribed each
video record onmy computer. As a safety mechanism to protect data collection I also
took copious notes throughout the interview, thereby ensuring no pertinent data was lost
due to elecfro-mechanical malfimction. These notes also formed the basis for conceptual
memos that helped in the triangulation ofmeaning. With transcription complete, I
carefully analyzed the narratives and coded the participants' responses for interpretation.
Ethics
In qualitative inquiry every interview becomes an intervention (Patton 405).
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Asking participants questions dealing with actions, motives, thoughts, and beliefs effects
the way they think. Thus, the simple act of asking a particular set of questions does not
merely produce answers to the questions; the questions also lead the participant to inner
evaluations of the answers. A common human experience illustrates this point. When
someone asks another person a probing question, often the responder becomes surprised
at their own answer. For instance, a person might consider himself or herself "colorblind"
with regard to racism. Nevertheless, when an interviewer offers a series of careftilly
worded questions regarding his or her feelings about an issue related to race, the
interviewee might discover that he or she indeed harbors negative feelings about other
races. This discovery may in tum lead to feelings ofguilt. Further, the discovery may
cause the interviewee to act upon those feelings. Hence, the straightforward question
designed simply to elicit data became an intervention itself
In this study I asked questions conceming the participants' most basic relationship
to their church�its program ofSunday worship. Therefore, I paid carefiil attention to
minimize the impact of questions upon the consciences of the interviewees. I sought to
extract as much information as possible without altering the participants' feelings about
their church.
A second ethical consideration involved allowing the participants freedom to
divulge honest answers in an environment without shame. To this end I communicated
three assurances to the participants. First, no answer would surprise me. Second, I
promised not to pass moral judgment on any answer. Third, I promised only to make the
videotape available with the participants' permission, despite no promise of strict
confidentiality. Nevertheless, I decided to withhold disclosure of the participants'
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information in order to permit more complete and honest answers. Finally, though the
interviews covered an important topic I avoided askmg questions regarding potentially
embarrassing issues. Still, I assured participants they could feel free to refrain from
answering any question for any reason.
A third ethical consideration covered the area of informed consent. Before
participants agreed to be a part of the study, I contacted them by telephone to discuss the
nature of the study and to schedule ourmeeting. When participants arrived at the church
for their scheduled interview, I reiterated the information from our previous phone
conversation. The study did not dictate a signed informed consent document because the
explication of the data protected the participants' identities through the use ofunisex
pseudonyms and random gender assignments.
Data Analysis
Patton writes, "Qualitative analysis transforms data into findings" (432).
Unfortunately, he goes on to say, "[N]o formula exists for that transformation" (432).
Indeed, I had to determine what canons to follow in order to separate minutiae from
substance. As Patton says, "[Research has] no formulas for determining significance"
(433). In order to protect academic honesty, I sought to address two primary questions in
sorting the data: (1) Is a theme detectable? and (2) what prejudices do I possess that could
keep me from detecting a theme?
The lack of strict formulas for determining truth raises obvious charges of
subjectivity in qualitative inquiry. As Patton says, "The charge that qualitative methods
are inevitably 'subjective' casts an aspersion coimoting the very antithesis of scientific
inquiry" (574). Nonetheless, the postmodem reaction queries the empirical positivist as to
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whether the so-called objective, statistical data can prevent bias or merely camouflage it
(574). In other words, the production of statistical analysis offers no more certainty of
objectivity than qualitative analysis. Thus, my hermeneutical approach to explicate the
experiences ofparticipants relied upon thorough descriptions ofhow participants
responded and the inferences I drew from those responses. The trustworthiness of the
research, however, lies in the reader's assessment ofmy demonsfration of adequate
"intellectual and methodological rigor, meaningfulness, value and utility of the result"
(576).
The data for this study derived from videotaped one-on-one interviews utihzing a
standardized question format. I limited variation from the standardized questionnaire only
to clarify a question or to reassure a nervous participant. In order to analyze the data I
employed a hermeneutical approach combined with cross-interview analysis. To
complete the analysis, participants' answers were franscribed and coded for
interpretation, and then compared across the spectrum ofparticipant responses. Finally, I
explicated the data following Patton's "creative synthesis" in a narrative form consistent
with the phenomenological method (487).
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Participants in the Study
The Rev. Ron Luckey, FLC's senior pastor since 1987, assisted in selecting of
congregants to participate in this study. While he knew something ofmy background and
theological perspective, he knew little regarding this study's specific nature.
Nevertheless, I asked him to provide names of ten persons representing a typical FLC
congregant who might be willing to participate in the study.
The participant pool contained six female participants and fourmale participants
ranging in age from 26 to 83. The shortest tenure at FLC among participants was just
under four years while the longest tenure was fifty-six years. All the participants were
familiar with at least one other Lutheran congregation before coming to FLC and all but
one participant indicated that the Lutheran fradition was part of their family's
denominational heritage.
Shared Experiences
In order to communicate fiiUy the study's findings in a manner consistent with
phenomenological inquiry while also making the data accessible in the fields of
homiletics, sacramental theology, liturgies, and spiritual formation, I have followed a
carefiil pattem ofhermeneutical analysis. Major themes and subthemes originating from
the participants' transcribed, verbatim responses provided the explication of common
experience. The hermeneutical analysis fiirther provided insight into my observational
processes.
In keeping with the ethics section described in Chapter 3, 1 assured participant
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anonymity by removing all personal references from participants' remarks and utilizing
random gender references. A male reference, therefore, may derive from either a male or
a female participant, and only I know the truth about the source of the comments. Further,
I assigned each participant a new identity under a unisex pseudonym. The use ofunisex
pseudonyms not only secured anonymity but also provided literary interest by keeping
the cases personal.
I explicated five major themes of common experience from hermeneutical
analysis of the data. Participants who shared the phenomenon ofweekly worship at FLC
expressed shared experiences of tolerance as a high moral value, positive congregational
affect, spirituality as active contemplation, preaching as a formative event, and the
Eucharist as a transforming encounter with God.
Tolerance as a High Moral Value
Tolerance as a high moral value offered the first substantial surprise finding in
this study. My bias regarding spiritual formation included the concept ofmoral purity
formed through a particular biblical hermeneutic. As an ordained clergyman in the
Anglican Mission in the Americas (AMiA)�a missionary oufreach of the Episcopal
Church ofRwanda�^my ecclesiastical tradition reinforced a rejection of tolerance as a
positive moral value. Indeed, the raison d'etre for the AMiA rested in a reaction against
TEC's unqualified embrace ofmany cultural frends. I therefore expected one frait of a
positive spiritual life at FLC necessarily would include at least some level of intolerance.
In other words, I neither expected nor hoped to find a church that demonsfrated a high
degree of liberal forbearance towards lifestyles typically outside ofChristian orthodoxy.
Regardless ofmy expectations, typical responses from FLC participants included
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a view of tolerance as morally advantageous. Indeed, FLC recently posted a banner
outside its building promoting the congregation as "deliberately diverse, fWly inclusive."
This theme was consistent with the sentiment of the participants. For instance, when Pat
described FLC to a hypothetical seeker, she described the church as "very inclusive."
Further, while she described FLC's aspiration towards more diversity she said that church
is, "definitely inclusive and we try to advertize ourselves as such." Later, when I asked
how she would describe the church to someone new in town, she talked about the church
as an "inclusive" church. Then she apologized for the lack ofdiversity as she explained,
"We need more diversity, that's for sure, but we are definitely inclusive and we try to
advertize ourselves as such."
Jordan discussed the power of close-mindedness to contribute to a negative
spiritual life, while Chris talked about how FLC represented the most diverse church he
ever attended: "[Faith Church is] a very open congregation . . . even in [he named another
church] I don't think it was as diverse as this church is . . . all walks of life ... all types of
relationships . . . and each of those reaches out to others." I noticed that Chris similarly
defined an "open" congregation as hospitable, not just toward all types ofpeople, but
respecting "all types of relationships," too. My sense, though, was that this viewpoint was
not an afterthought but a key point that highlighted one of the church's positive qualities.
Morgan described her feelings ofFLC with some surprising answers. Shefeels a
sense of "community" and that the church is "struggling to grow" but also that the church
"is diverse . . . and safe." She went on to say, "People are going to feel pretty safe about
being themselves at this church." Clearly, Morgan sees the church's diversity as
something of value that brings a sense of affective well-being.
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In all of the interviews, the subject of inclusivity as a high moral value came
spontaneously and without prompting. At first I did not make too much of the statements
as they were subtle and often tied to language ofhospitality one would expect in a church
setting. However, as I reviewed the videotapes I noticed that participants were not
referring to racial or gender diversity so much as political, ideological, and relational
variety. Moreover, the clearest indication fi-om participants included some level of
tolerance as a high moral value. For FLC congregants different is good. Nonetheless, the
high degree of tolerance and its role within the spiritual life ofFLC remains somewhat
enigmatic to me.
Positive Congregational Affect
The virtual unanimity among the study's participants regarding a deep sense of
satisfaction with FLC in general, and the Sunday service in particular, provided another
unexpected finding in this study. While participants were willing to offer serious critiques
about their church when they felt such criticism necessary, the criticisms never seemed to
diminish the participants' sense of contentment with the parish. Indeed, none of the
participants showed any fear expressing themselves plainly. For instance, one participant
mentioned a concem he had for the fiiture of the church because of the popularity of the
pastor, while another spoke of the unpleasantness of a previous music director who
wielded great influence. Still another participant lamented the loss of the same music
director, yet all the participants exhibited a very relaxed, content, and serene quality
regarding their relationship to the FLC parish as a whole.
One participant seemed to offer a minimal level of discontent when he said to me,
"There's only one thing that bothers me: I would like to singmore old hymns and not all
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the new ones." Surprisingly the participant's comment lacked vitriol or even a real sense
of longing. Quite the contrary, when he spoke ofnot being able to sing "the old songs" he
chuckled as ifmaking me privy to an inside joke.
The church as a home. Participants varied in their attendance ofFLC's three
weekly services options (and thus pragmatically represented not one, but three different
congregations). Nonetheless, they each expressed a high level of satisfaction with their
church. One particular sentiment manifest above others, namely, the feeling of church as
a cherished home, hi fact, several participants, when asked about their affective
experience at FLC, responded in hearth-like terms, such as: "home," "family,"
"comfortable," "safe," and "warm." These sentiments, ifnot the actual words, echoed
across the full range ofparticipants.
Kelly appeared at first as an exception when he openly worried about the future of
the congregation. Still, when I asked him to define his feelings he indicated the source of
his concem. In fact, three times he used the word "concem" as he spoke ofPastor
Luckey' s imminent retirement. In the following exchange Kelly's angst becomes
obvious:
Researcher: When you think about Faith Church, what sorts offeelings do
you have?
Kelly: I have some concems about the church and I guess the biggest
concem is that when the pastor retires, how will the congregation accept
that? A lot ofpeople have voiced that they came to the church because of
Pastor Luckey. And that he's such a good sermonizer. And I have some
concem as to what avenue or direction they are going to take after he
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retires.
I interpreted this sentiment as the anxiety a person feels when a familymember faces an
unsettling medical diagnosis. Kelly's concem seemed to emanate from the possibility that
the loss of excellence in the pulpit could lead to congregational despair.
Still, even this one seemingly negative answer served a sort ofbackhanded
confirmation on two other points (positive congregational affect and the impact of
preaching on congregational well-being). Moments later in Kelly's interview, he clearly
manifested the familial sentiment when I asked him to describe his church to someone
looking for a new congregation. His language was deeply sentimental as he described
FLC as a "caring" congregation and ironically as a church "with a vision."
Pat explained his own family's enfrance into the FLC with a "coming home"
dimension. His story intimated he "discovered" something for which he had been
searching. For him, coming to FLC offered a double blessing. He had fiiends already in
place, but the church's liturgical life offered the type ofworship pattem he sought.
Moreover, FLC also provided a source ofhealing balm. Prior to coming to FLC Pat and
his spouse suffered a bad experience at another Lutheran church that left them esfranged
from a worshipping congregation for a significant period of time. He describes the
sensation as being lost:
Pat: We were heavily involved formany years in the [another
congregation] Lutheran [Church] and it went through some terrible
turmoil. And [my spouse] and I just kind of stepped back . . . finally we
decided we had to get rid ofour too big house . . . and I told [my spouse], I
said, "ifwe're going to look for another house, the first thing we've got to
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do is get back to church�^because it was not right, it wasn't anything we
were used to. And so we got a couple calls from old [names the former
church] people who were already here at Faith and they said, "[Pat],
you've got to come to Faith." And well, ok, we didn't feel inclined at all to
go back to [our previous church] because we knew terribly the turmoil that
was going on there. And we came to Faith and found a lot of our old
fiiends�^there were about 20 families here from [the other church]�so
we just fit right in. You know: Lutheran Church and all our fiiends.
Researcher: It felt like home?
Pat: It did!
Correspondingly, when I queried, "When you think about Faith Church, what sorts of
feelings do you have?" Leslie commented straightaway, "Family. I guess caring, which
kinda belongs with family. ... I couldn't see going anywhere else." Chris expressed
emphatically that the FLC created a similar sentiment in him:
I'm single but no one seems to care. It's a very open congregation. Even in
[mentions a previous congregation] I don't think it was as diverse as this
church is. All walks of life, all types of relationships . . . and each of those
reaches out to others.
For Chris, FLC offers acceptance and security, which fosters the familial sentiment.
While he thought highly of a previous church in a previous city, FLC offers him the
paradigmatic faith community.
Ashley moved to Lexington from another city to go to a Lexington university. She
knew no one in Lexington save for one family who attended FLC. Naturally, she
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gravitated toward FLC's congregation. She described the experience as a respite of
familiarity in an otherwise chaotic cycle change. She talked about how the mother ofher
friend, Rikki [not her real name], took on the role of a maternal figure during her early
days in Lexington. Her description ofbeing fostered offers an interesting paradox:
[FLC offers] a comforting place, because college, obviously. All that was
new and that was the time I got to see [Rikki], who was basicallymy
second mom. And so it was nice seeing her once a week. I grew up
Lutheran, and so it was one thing I was comfortable with, the liturgy. I
knew that. And so it was nice, everyone was nice, I didn't really talk to
anyone in the congregation; there wasn't anyone my age that I gravitated
towards. But it still was a nice place, and I liked the people.
Another interesting caveat in Ashley's story lies in the way she saw the liturgy. For
Ashley the liturgy took on a personified form in her life. It served as an avenue of
comfort during a period of substantial change. She moved from talking about the liturgy
to talking about people by saying, "I was comfortable with the liturgy. ... it was nice;
everyone was nice." In fact, the whole environment was so "nice" that she easily folded
the building, the people, and the liturgy into one comforting reality. I noted how Ashley's
emotional connection to FLC mimics that which people typically feel towards their
family home. Home is a place, a people, and a manner of living together in community.
FLC provides for Ashley, the same affirming affective reality.
Dana's sentimentality was muted when compared to that ofmany of the other
participants. Her tendency seemed more toward realism and less toward the sentimental
side. For instance, when she talked about coming from another mainline tradition into her
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first Lutheran Church she commented how uncomfortable and strange she felt. When I
asked how she handled the awkwardness she replied, "I just did."
Perhaps Dana's experience of "just dealing with it" simply describes a
generational or cultural trait more prevalent in persons ofher generation, or perhaps her
matter-of-fact attitude derives from her personality type. Whatever the source, her
description ofFLC remained consistent with the other participants despite its more
austere affective dimension. To Dana, FLC represents both a place and a people that
generate "good feelings" and "[particular] care for the people."
Forging a positive sentiment of family did not appear to come without obstacles.
As such, nearly everyone in the studymentioned some such hindrance. Kelly addressed
this issue when he said that despite a Lutheran upbringing, he felt awkward confessing
sin during his early experiences at FLC. The source ofhis angst came from the
congregational practice ofkneeling during the confession of sin. He said, "It felt sfrange
. . . that they kneel for confession. I've never knelt in a Lutheran church before." When
the conversation retumed to the topic moments later, he said that what was previously an
awkward moment had now become a high point of the service. I interpreted this affective
change to indicate the power ofpositive reinforcement (in this case the familial
sentiment). Kelly's willingness to embrace a change in his piety opened the path to
greater assimilation into the congregation. While many non-Lutherans might view this
liturgical difference (kneeling as opposed to standing) as inconsequential, the difference
was significant to Kelly.
Meaningful liturgy. A second subtheme connected to the positive congregational
affect manifested in participants' universal satisfaction with FLC's liturgical program.
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Early in his ministry at Faith Church, Pastor Luckey helped lead the congregation in a
significant liturgical reform as together they transitioned from monthly to weekly
Eucharist in all three FLC services. Pastor Luckey recalled for me some ofhis early
conversations with the church council when he explained his desire to make the fransition
to weekly Eucharist. He noted how at first some parishioners offered mild resistance, but
through exercising patience the church made the transition.
Today the worship ofFLC is nearly indistinguishable from Anglican services. On
a typical Sunday the choir and clergy wear white albs and enter from the rear of the
church. The clergy vestments differ from the choir in that the deacon's includes a stole
and Pastor Luckey' s a stole and chasuble. The liturgymoves through four parts:
Gathering, the Service of the Word, the Service of the Table, and the dismissal. After
more than a decade of following the same worship paradigm, a person might expect
community boredom with the liturgy. Such sentiment, however, could not be further from
the truth. While some participants showed greater passion and delight with the liturgy
than others, still, none of the participants expressed a desire for liturgical change.
When Morgan began talking about how her impression ofFaith Church has
changed since she first came, she immediately employed liturgical language. "The longer
I'm here the more I see how focused the church is on the Word and . . . the liturgy, and
really making it . . . come alive and making people feel like they're actually part of the
service." Morgan understands her place in worship as continually evolving into more of a
participant and less of a spectator. In her words, the Word and the liturgy "come alive"
and she and she senses a closer communion with God and her fellow worshippers.
Ultimately she finds FLC's worship satisfying as well as formative.
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Leslie sees the liturgical design as meaningful and cormected to the totality ofher
life. As a result, worship provides both therapy and empowerment. She explained her
understandings of liturgical design:
The flow of the service, where you're confessing your sins before you
commune . . . you're listening and you also hear the Word ... so, you can
recover yourself from the trials and tribulations of the previous week and
prepare yourself for the upcoming week. And all the things the world will
try to throw at you.
For Leslie, the liturgy prepares a person for life in a world filled with struggle. Indeed,
her argument proffers the notion that worshipping in a catholic tradition offers one a
unique respite from evil in this world.
In the interview with Stacy, she reflected on a special trip to another state where
her family first immigrated. While there, she attended the Lutheran church her forbears
had built when she was only an infant. The church's current pastor initiated a program of
liturgical irmovation in an attempt to communicate relevancy. Stacy was not impressed:
One thing I can say is that I hope he [the new pastor] doesn't stay too
long. He has his doctorate degree and I don't think this is the church for
him. It's too small. Anyhow, he has mixed that service up so bad that we
couldn't follow it. And they [the church's parishioners] are just as upset
about it as we were. We brought this out when we were there and said,
"What is he doing?" you know. They said, "We don't know. We don't like
it. We tell him we don't like it. But he says that's the way it is now." But
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this ... for the old-timer ... this service [i.e., FLC's liturgy] is flow, let's
just say, has been forever.
Stacy's anguish represents a frustration with the concept of liturgical innovation. She
found the liturgical novelty implemented by the new pastor at the "old church" as both
autocratic and ineffective. Furthermore, she was not able to give her attention to worship,
and the lack of liturgical continuity left her feeling bereft of a meaningfiil encounterwith
God. Instead ofwalking away from the worship service with some sense of the divine,
she left with the impression that the pastor was too educated for his own good.
Perhaps many specialists inmission would look at Stacy's experience and chide
her for not demonsfrating a willingness to change. George G. Hunter, III, for example,
would likely recoil at Stacy's comments. According to Hunter, Stacy represents the
fimdamental obstacle to mission in the Westem world (66). Reaching what Hunter calls
the "unchurched" requires people like Stacy to set aside liturgical sensibilities and "adapt
to 'their' culture and . . . not require them to 'become kosher' and adopt [church] culture"
(66). His seems to suggest that people like Stacy are simply spiritual narcissists that,
while often unwittingly, erect barriers that keep spiritual seekers from the faith (58).
Hunter raises a significant issue. The relationship between liturgy and mission
deserves carefiil consideration in a congregation's approach to worship design. Indeed,
for Himter the Sunday service serves as theprimary portal for mission and therefore must
be stmctured in a manner that appeals largely (and initially) to nonbelievers. Conversely,
this study sought to answer a completely different question; namely, ifFLC's catholic
liturgy had any considerable effect upon its congregants. Hence, while Hunter tends to
see FLC's liturgical design as a barrier to seekers, Stacy's experience, as well as that of
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the other participants in this study expressed a sense of spiritual satisfaction. Nonetheless,
perhaps Hunter's point and the participants' experience are notmutually exclusive.
Spirituality as Active Contemplation
Dr. Tory Baucum describes the need for four conversions: conversion to Jesus, a
conversion to the church, a conversion to mission, and a conversion to creation. This
same sentiment echoes throughout the narratives of the participants from Faith Church.
Consistently, the participants' mentioned the theme of caring for others as part of their
spiritual awareness. For FLC congregants, mission meant participation in afterschool
literacy programs, feeding the poor, and helping with community social justice
organizations.
I developed the phrase active contemplation from the study in order to describe
what participants were expressing. Many people assume a person must either be focused
heavenward (contemplation) or outward (action) as an expression of their spirituality.
Nonetheless, while participants frequently struggled to articulate the simultaneous
upward and outward orientation, it clearly defined their understanding of the spiritual life.
The language they used conveyed a concept of spirituality as greater than private ethos.
Spirituality demanded one align oneselfwith God but participants were universal in their
fiirther assertion that spiritual living was equally connected with selfless acts ofkindness
in the world. Participants recognized a tension between upward focus on God and
outward social action toward others. Therefore, I labeled these dual foci as vertical
horizons and good works.
Pat, the lone participant who possessed familiarity with spiritual formation as a
discipline, noted that he spent extended periods of time at a monastery and read widely in
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the discipline. Consequently, he displayed more than a casual familiarity with the
nomenclature. For instance, when asked what he thought healthy spirituality looked like
in a person, he responded, "Spirituality . . . balances contemplation and action." While
this description certainly provided an apt description it also indicates an expectation
formed through the discipline's literature. Nevertheless, while Pat proved the exception
to the rule regarding familiarity with spiritual formation language, his insights were
similar with the other participants. Thus, Pat distinguished himself from the study group
only through his grasp of the language necessary to define what others intuited.
At first Jordan seemed to lack balance between the active and contemplative life.
His view seemed to indicate a heavy reliance on the active component to the near
exclusion of the contemplative. Nonetheless, a closer listen to our conversation
demonsfrated clear resonances with an interior spirituality. Jordan described his
understanding of a spiritual life:
It does include reading the Bible, but I think the biggest part ofmy life is I
have the need to give ofmyself, whether it's cooking or a telephone call to
some who is in need of one. I think that is all a part of the spiritual ... to
love your neighbors. And, to try to love those that may not always make
you feel good. Sometimes you have to deal with that because it affects
other people.
Jordan began his remarks by defending the active life over against the contemplative one.
Still, his argument only makes sense in light of his defensiveness. Jordan does not dispute
the role of interior religion, in fact he concedes the need to "read the Bible." Nonetheless,
he worries that interior religion will lead to spiritual self-centeredness. Conversely, he
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sought to emphasize the credibility of the active life since he obviously assumed I
recognized the value of contemplation. For Jordan, functional definitions of spirituality
begin with a person's actions before progressing to thoughts. The spiritual person, he
claimed, gives of themselves and loves others in ways that can even bring about personal
pain. Jordan said, "[Acts ofpiety] may not always make you feel good."
Jordan did not limit his understanding of the spiritual life to exterior actions. He
moved fluidly from action to contemplation as he talked about the essence of a healthy
spirituality. He commented, "Well, [spirituality is] open[ing] yourself to feelings,... not
just in the church but to God and His Son,. . . to give your children and grandchildren that
security that knows that there is only one thing you can depend on." Thus, his emphasis
shifted as he indicated his appreciation for private religion, both as a source of sfrength
and a testimony for posterity. Jordan went on to describe spirituality in terms of interior,
affective change. According to Jordan, a person does not merely open his or her self to
God in church, he or she learns to trust in God in the everyday circumstances of life. As
such Jordan displays a spirituality orientated toward the contemplative as well as the
active life.
Clearly, Jordan does not rest upon a spirituality of good works. In fact, when I
asked him to describe the general quality ofhis spiritual life he recognized that his deeds
were not a source of etemal hope. He said, "I know the things I do and what I know ... it
will not help me get to heaven." He then confrasts his works with the faith of a deceased
family member with whom he had shared a close relationship:
By the way, you know we sometimes read about the seven stages of
heaven and I have sometimes jokingly said that if there are stages, like 1
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being the highest and 7 being the lowest, then I will never feel like I could
never be as good as [this child] was, who, as I mentioned . . . died at age 9
Vi years. And I say, "Well I know she's up there with God, up there,
which is in God's presence." I feel that God's forgiveness and her behef�
because she had a lot ofbelief�and was pretty open about it.
According to Jordan, the child's faith saved her, not her performance of some heroic task.
Jordan thus conceives of a positive spirituality in terms of a pure faith and innocence.
This position stands not over against earlier his earlier comments about active spirituality
but as the second side of a two-sided coin.
Jordan also explored another type of spiritually I call noble pragmatism. Jordan's
mother served as his model for this type. The noble pragmatist permits religious
observance but resists devotion. For the noble pragmatist prayer typically means rote
table blessings, not deep meditative musings. As such, the noble pragmatist affirms the
gathered church but does not require regular participation. Jordan understood his
mother's religion and affirms her practices. He even understood her decision to send her
children to Sunday school at a small country church without attending herself simply
because "there wasn't a Lutheran church nearby." Nevertheless, Jordan remained uneasy
with his mother's type of spirituality. He told me, "I know I couldn't get along without
the church." Jordan's need for religious devotion exceeded his mother's.
Jordan concluded his comments on a healthy spirituality by saying, "I think when
you say a 'healthy spirituality,' I think it is being able to transform \sic\ your faith to your
children and grandchildren." Then he gently critiqued his mother's approach to spiritual
when he said, "But I really feel to have a healthy spiritual life the whole family needs to
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be involved in the togetherness of church." Hence, Jordan came full circle in his
language. He began this section of the interview using language consistent with the active
life and by the time we finished, his language focused almost entirely on the
contemplative elements. For Jordan spirituality means, "Bible reading," "church
attendance," and "prayer" as well as "cooking for people" who cannot reciprocate.
Chris offered perhaps the greatest contrast to Jordan. Whereas Jordan began
defending the active life and slowly began to move towards the contemplative life, Chris
went the other way. I asked him six questions dealing specificallywith spiritual
wellbeing issues. In none of them did Chris mention the active life. On the contrary, he
consistently formed his answers using contemplative language. For instance, when I
asked him to describe a spiritual life he summarized his perception as the person who
possesses an understanding, "that there is something greater than you." He went on in the
next question to further press the cormections between spirituality and the interior life.
When asked what a healthy spirituality would look like, Chris answered, "probably a
fairly introspective person that . . . greets another person with questions rather than
statements." Thus, he perceived spirituality and the spiritual person as those whose lives
are marked by an inquisitive depth. Chris clearly thought of spirituality in terms of the
interior life. According to Chris, spiritual persons reflect upon matters of God and the
soul.
Chris continued reiterating his understanding of spirituality as contemplation
throughout the question sequence in this area. As he described the types of conduct that
lead to an unhealthy spiritual life he focused on the spiritual consumer. If a person seeks
a positive spiritual life, Chris argued, it will necessarily require personal responsibility.
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He mentioned that a person should not come to church expecting others to do something
for him or her. He said, "If you walk into this community�^this spiritual community�
looking at it as their [original emphasis] job for you, then you will never get anything out
of it." Accordingly, he seemed to believe a direct connection exists between the quality of
person's spiritual life and their active pursuit ofGod.
Chris provided the study a participant with the keenest interest in the
contemplative life. Nevertheless, I also detected evidence ofChris's affirmation of the
active life as well. For instance, when Chris reflected on what made FLC a special
congregation in Lexington, he pointed towards the church as a source of community
action. Indeed, FLC's work in the city not only distinguished the congregation in Chris's
mind, he offered anecdotal evidence regarding how positively other congregations
viewed FLC. Chris said, "I have colleagues who are members of other churches�Greek
orthodox, Methodist, etc., etc.�and they will recognize Faith's work in the community."
Likewise, when I questioned Chris about how his perceptions of the congregation have
changed since he first came to FLC he spoke again ofhis positive view of the active life.
He noted how FLC differed from other churches in his experience. According to Chris,
FLC does not focus on congregational growth because "it's justmore important to ...
work from the outside instead of the inside." FLC's desire to work on behalfof the local
community stood out to Chris as highly significant.
Shannon showed discomfort with the interviewing experience at first. Her
answers were brief and disjointed. Surprisingly, however. Shannon echoed the experience
of the other participants despite her anxiety. When I asked Shannon to describe her
understanding of a spiritual life she commented, "Believing ... in Christ, doing for others
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. . . caring. Believing that we are saved by grace,. . . compassion, understanding." Thus,
she vacillated between contemplative and active language. Nonetheless, she clearly
indicated that both interior spiritual and exterior deeds of kindness indicated positive
spirituality.
Ashley shared the other participants' inclinations toward active contemplation.
While her initial description of the spiritual life utilized contemplative language, she later
retumed to the active life. She said, "[The] spiritual life is your relationship, your prayer
life, and how in touch you are with God's nudges in your life." Next she reoriented her
conversation and described the spiritual persons as the one who desires to make the world
a better place. When I asked her to define a healthy spirituality she responded, "I think
it's reflected in how that person comports themselves and talks, and acts in the world." In
other words, a healthy spirituality demands a social component.
Like all the participants, Ashley varied in her description of the spiritual life. She
used contemplative language, commenting that the spiritual life is marked by, "being
aware and wanting to grow and make it stronger," especially through the employment of
disciplines such as prayer. However, she describes the singlemost notable feature of the
FLC as its community involvement. When I asked what makes FLC a special church she
responded by noting the high value of community action as opposed to constituent-based
programs:
I would say�having not been to that many other churches in Lexington�
it seems like Faith does stuff in the community. I know lots ofpeople that
go to�there's a megachurch near here and they always have stuff for their
church�^but, I've never heard of them doing things with their community.
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And ... I know that there are community projects that Faith does: [child]
daycare, and . . . you know . . . child mentoring programs, and BUILD, and
some other programs, which I really appreciate. Considering Lutherans as
a minority [in this city] are that [original emphasis] involved ... I think it's
great.
The comparison with the megachurch holds particular interest for this study. According
to Ashley, a church that "does stuff in the world provides superior spirituality compared
to the church with multiple programs.
Stacy sees spirituality in terms of authentic worship. She described a healthy
spirituality:
What does it look like?. . . Well you're probably sitting in church and
you're seeing the person who's really involved in the service. They do
their best to sing the hymns�^whether they can or not�and the responses
. . . total attention to the sermon and to the reading ... the three different
readings . . . practices coming to communion in . . . a very solemn way. I
think that's probably what I see most.
First, Stacy naturally connected spirituality and Sunday worship. She seems to believe a
person's wholehearted participation in worship stands as a minimal expectation. I
interpreted this as language consistent with contemplative spirituality. Second, Stacy's
definition of a healthy spirituality utihzed qualitative measurement. She talked about the
authenticity of the worshipper. According to Stacy, a spiritual person remains cognitively
engaged in the liturgy from start to finish. Later Stacy expanded this concept when she
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spoke of an unhealthy spirituality exemplified by a person attending church services "just
because they are supposed to be [there]."
A third observation from Stacy's comments clarifies her understandings of the
affective dimension of spirituahty. As a person approaches the altar to receive
communion they should do so, "solemnly." Stacy does not appear to mean glumly or
despondently, but respectfiilly. Stacy apparentiy sees the Lord's table as a place of
delight but requiring godly reverence.
All observations connected spirituality to the contemplative life. Nonetheless,
Stacy also showed resonances with the active life as well. In her description of the
spiritual life, she connected worship with the formation of a deontological ethic:
Well, I've felt that I lived a spiritual life all my life. My family has always
been involved in . . . church. And always ... all my family has been
involved in doing things here, the everyday happenings of the church. And
the . . . church services ... all my life I have felt have sfrengthened my
desire to be ... do the right things: be faithfiil to my family, be faithfiil to
my fiiends . . . and . . . with my family . . . withmy family itself, it's always
been a real connection. So, as long as . . . the church services can keep me
coming to church and sitting ... in that pew and looking up at the cross
and thinking that I'm doing the best I can to be good,. . . to do what you
[God] want me to do. That, I think, is a spiritual hfe.
Thus, Stacy connected Sunday worship to ethical fransformation. In her misspeak she
strongly pointed to the reality ofworship as a means to ethical change. "Going to
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church," she says, "strengthened" her "desire to be . . . [and] do the right thmgs." In
Stacy's estimation worship exerts a positive ethical demand upon her.
In summary, participants from FLC all sfressed a coimection between worship and
the interior spiritual life. They heardmy questions of spirituality and connected the
concept to worship in the church. Nonetheless, the participants also rejected the notion of
a quiet spirituality. One of the themes that ran through the participants responses revolved
around ethical demands in the world. According to the FLC congregants. Christian
spirituality works intemally in the lives ofpeople as well as outward in acts of
compassion.
Preachmg as a Formative Event
Pastoral preaching stands as a primary element in nearly all Protestant churches in
the United States. The elevation ofpreaching remains tme whether the minister of a
particular congregation possesses any definitive homiletics skill. Most clergy want to
preach well. FLC congregants believe their pastor possesses deft pulpit skill.
Beginning with the first interview, participants offered many positive comments
regarding Ron Luckey' s preaching. After I inquired what appeal FLC held for Pat during
her first visit, she quickly tumed to Pastor Luckey' s preaching. She said, "And as
everybody says, pastor's sermons,. . . which I think is a big frap for this church [she
breaks into laughter]." She went on to speak ofhow the pastor's sermons meant a great
deal to her and how they were instmmental in her returning for a second visit.
While the broad appeal for Pastor Luckey' s preaching stood out as a strong
theme, the factors which contributed to making his preaching meaningfiil brought about
significant insight for the study. Participants did not speak ofPastor Luckey' s sermons as
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teachings nor did they utilize language consistent with any form ofdidactic intercourse.
On the contrary, they talked about his use ofpersonal narrative, passionate speech, and
the use of relational coimection. Pastor Luckey' s sermonic style stood out as formative
more than informative. Nevertheless, while the pastor's preaching distinguished it from
teaching, participants distinguished it from motivational speeches. Pastor Luckey
preaches biblical sermons that convey information but they are not lectures.
The Bible and the sermon. I met with Pastor Luckey for a casual conversation in
the early stages of contemplating this study and we talked about some ofhis prejudices
reagarding preaching. First, Pastor Luckey talked about his serious approach to the
homiletical task. Pastor Luckey regards preaching as highly important in his vocational
task. Furthermore, he mentioned how strongly he believed preaching must derive its
inspiration from the biblical text. While a sermon does not repeat necessarily the biblical
message, it flows from the biblical text. Pastor Luckey views faithfiil preaching as
biblical preaching. Certainly preachers utilize the communicative tools the congregants
mentioned (e.g., personal narratives, conversational style) as a means to fransfer the
message, but for Pastor Luckey preachingmust find its ultimate grounding in Scripture.
I guarded the conversation and its insights from the participants in order to avoid
influencing their answers. Moreover, as I designed the questions I intentionally avoided
the pastor's theological prejudices. Clearly, Pastor Luckey has communicated his
preaching prejudices to his congregation. Still participants never gravitate towards
abstract intellectual discussions about preaching. They knew their pastor was eflfective
even if they had never considered why he was.
The use of technical theological language occasionally emerged in the interviews.
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For instance, there was a frequent refrain of "grace as unmerited favor" and "faith as an
essential element in living a Christian life," but even these theological cliches represented
passing comments consistent with what someone would expect in a Lutheran
congregation.
The joy of hearing. As the interviews progressed I observed a significant
thematic trait in the responses: these participants genuinely appreciated Pastor Luckey' s
preaching. For FLC congregants', going to church was not an arduous task. They
communicated to me that every Sunday they anticipate something worthwhile.
Ofl;entimes participants mentioned Pastor Luckey' s use ofprovocative statements.
Participants fiirther described Pastor Luckey' s sermons as events. They felt no pressure to
recall information from the sermons nor were they particularly oriented towards going to
church to leam. Rather, like a person who watches a film or reads a novel, participants in
this study expressed the common sentiment that they came to church expecting a thought-
provoking biblically-based sermon that was at the same time thoroughly enjoyable.
I asked each participant the question, "What three areas of the Sunday service are
most important to you?" Without exception, every respondent included the sermon in
their top three answers. Moreover, while the questionnaire reserved inquiries about
preaching until section three of the four-part interview, every participant broached the
subject on their own well before I asked. In fact, seven of the ten participants in the study
mentioned the pastor's preaching in either the first or second question.
Kelly spoke of the pastor as an "excellent sermonizer" and how this quality
appealed to him on his first visit to FLC. As a Lutheran fransplant from another part of
the counfry he offered clear insight into the perception ofPastor Luckey from within the
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worshipping tradition. Pastor Luckey represented a sort of ideal preacher as he balances
challenge and respect.
Leslie also talked about moving into Lexington from another part of the country.
She came to FLC while in town to look for a new home. As lifelong Lutherans, Leslie
explained how she and her spouse decided to try all three ELCA parishes in the city:
We searched the ELCA congregations in Lexington [phonebook] and
there were only three. We were staying up the road here on one of those
extended stays, so we decided to come down here when we were over and
just for a visit . . . and we were going to check out the other three churches
and see which one was more compatible with us . . . with our . . .
preferences as far as the type of service. We're more into the fraditional
service not like contemporary-liturgically and musically. We were both
members of the choir at [our previous] Lutheran church, and [we] did
some major stuff there. We came here�one Sunday�and listened to
Pastor Luckey,. . . [and] at the time choir was in flux.. . . They were looking
for a director, so we decided we'd sit out of choir for a year. But we came
for one service and heard Pastor Luckey, and we never even went to the
other two [churches].
Several observations stand out as relevant to this study. First, Leslie had no prejudices
favoring FLC. She and her spouse were visiting Lexington and by chance happened to
lodge in a hotel near the church. The church's proximity to their lodging had no bearing
on their decision-making process regarding which church provided geographical primacy,
as the couple did not anticipate where they would eventually live.
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Second, the decision to visit all the Lutheran churches in the area implied a
definite intention to do a comparative study and further imphed a level of suspicion.
Obviously, Leslie and her spouse were not adversarial toward FLC, but neither were they
naturally inclined towards it. Thus, they decided to attend all three churches and compare
the worship paradigms with their own sensibilities.
Third and most significantly, Leslie and her spouse admitted their love for music.
When they visited FLC, however, the music program was "in flux" and without a
professional music director. The expectation that the deficient music program might
increase Leslie and her spouse's negative feelings toward FLC did not materiahze. On the
contrary, the pastor's sermon single-handedly influenced their decision to retum and
immediately eliminated the other congregations from any fiirther consideration.
Shannon's experience mirrors Leslie's with one exception: Shannon and her
spouse actually visited another church before coming to Faith. Aftermoving to Lexington
from out of state, she spoke about her initial impressions ofFaith Church:
We moved here from [another state] and . . . just starting looking at
[Lutheran] churches, and went to one in Lexington�^we were living in an
apartment while we were building a house in [a nearby city]�and . . . went
to one and [thought], "Okay ... it's alright." And the next Sunday ... came
to Faith, and we got in the car [afterwards] and looked at each other and
said, "Well should we try another one?" And then we looked at each other
again and said, "Why?" Pastor was just wonderful. You have "meat" to
come home and chew on all week.
While Shannon's experience differs from Leslie's she articulated a similar experience.
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Shannon even recalled the anecdote ofquestioning her spouse: Should we try another
church? As with Leslie, the question was more rhetorical than inquisitive. The pastor's
preaching also led to Shannon's retum. Of course, she adds more descriptive language to
her positive appraisal than Leshe, but the sentiment was the same.
A second observation critical to the study from Shannon's experience was her
value assessment ofPastor Luckey' s preaching. In her words, the sermon offered "meat
... to chew on" throughout the week. Shannon's language stuck me with particular
interest. The sustenance metaphor obviously demonstrated that Shannon understood the
sermon as more than entertaining; instead, it offered fortification. The significance of
Pastor Luckey' s preaching, as she saw it, rests in its potential for spiritual health and
well-being.
The food metaphor also fimctions as a comparative analogy. It stands as a sfrong
symbol because it simultaneously communicates both rich and sustaining qualities. Meat
is the meal ofpeople fortunate (and wealthy) enough to enjoy the benefits ofboth a
pleasurable and sustaining diet; thus. Shannon communicated a view ofPastor Luckey' s
preaching as high quality. A third observation regarding the use of the metaphor deals
with its particularity as the food of adults. In Scripture Paul confrasts milk, the food of
spiritual infants, with meat, the food ofmature Christians. Important to this study.
Shannon's assessment ofPastor Lucky' s preaching contends that it brings a sense of
quality sustenance to her life.
The other participants echoed Shannon's feelings about Pastor Luckey's
preaching. Everyone in the study expressed favorable opinions regarding the pastor's
oratory skills. Pat described him as "an actor," while Ashley talked about the way his
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preaching "feels personal." These comments indicated the participants sensed a high
entertainment value in Pastor Luckey's preaching. The participants knew their preacher
sought to engage their intellect through creating drama. Kelly spoke about how much he
enjoyed Pastor Luckey's use of anecdotes and Chris talked about his narratival approach.
Morgan typified the other participants' reaction when I asked her to describe the best part
about Pastor Luckey's preaching: "Listening to him. He's a great preacher. ... I think he's
a great storyteller, . . . and that makes it so easy to listen to. . . . What you can get, ... the
relevancy. You don't . . . ever find yourself tuning out ofhis sermons." Kelly likewise
furthers the relevancy theme with his comments on the same question:
I think that he is very good about bringing a good understanding about the
various passages that he's preaching on. I think his explanation is down-
to-earth . . . even though . . . sometimes ... I have to stop and really think
about it. Basically speaking he is able to preach, I guess on my level so
that I am able to understand what he's saying ... I don't care if a person's
got a PhD or if the guy has a [garbled] education or no education at all,
whether they're a lifetime Lutheran or if they're a first-time Lutheran, I
think he's able to talk to everybody.
Kelly also expanded the issues of relevancy and rhetorical engagement through his use of
the language of instruction. Kelly talked about Luckey bringing "a good understanding"
to the passages. Kellymeant that pastor helps the listener understand contemporary
application of the biblical. In Kelly's estimation, this enhghtenment happens whenever a
person comes to FLC, regardless of their level of education. Kelly thus stresses not only
the relevancy ofPastor Luckey's sermons but their accessibility as well. Elsewhere
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participants described the pastor's sermons as informative, enchanting, and relevant but
participants never employed the language of triviality. They rather spoke directly and
consistently of the pastor's willingness to engage his congregation confrontationally,
especially on matters of contemporary ethical issues.
I concluded that expressions ofpleasure in Pastor Luckey's preaching resonated
with a deep complexity. Participants combined their language of gladness with the
language of spiritual growth and maturity. In other words, while the pastor's sermons
offered entertainment value, they never communicated trivialities. Participants seemed to
understand that Pastor Luckey's style offered him the means with which to convey
profundity. In other words, while participants viewed Pastor Luckey's preaching as fun,
they never saw it as denigrating into silliness or slapstick.
Participants fiirther expressed their perception of the intrinsic value of the pastor's
sermons coming fi-om both his power of engagement and his desire to allow the Scripture
to transform people spiritually. According to participants in the study, the use of
engaging narrative, emotional appeals, humor, and rhetorical expertise simply provided a
means ofkeeping the mind of the listener engaged in order to form congregants
spiritually.
Finally the participants spoke gratefully about the way Pastor Luckey's sermons
exposed the biblical message. Each of them expressed a clear awareness that the pastor's
sermons were intentionally biblical sermons. Participant fully expected that every week
the pastor's sermon would come from one of the three biblical passages assigned to the
week. Participants recognized the connection between Bible and sermon and the
connection provided a means of comfort.
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In summary the participants expressed one of the strongest thematic
characteristics of the study regarding the pulpit ministry ofFLC. Participant appreciation
for Pastor Luckey's ministry revolved primarily around his preaching. They viewed
Pastor Luckey's preaching as a powerfiil means of spiritual development.
Eucharistic Benefits
The final theme I traced through the hermeneutic analysis of the interviews dealt
with the manner in which participants viewed the benefits ofHoly Communion. As
previouslymentioned, FLC transitioned about twenty years ago from monthly to weekly
Communion. Pastor Luckey spoke with me about the transition. He indicated that early
on in his ministry at FLC he expressed to the lay leadership his desire to progress towards
weekly Communion. He also mentioned initial reluctance on the part of some lay leaders
for such an evolution. Nevertheless, the pastor began celebrating Eucharist more
frequently over the first couple of years until eventually it became part of the weekly
liturgy.
A divine encounter. FLC's pastoral leadership does not center its worship
paradigm aroimd Word (biblical preaching), Table (Eucharist), or even music, but on
preparing congregants for a divine encounter. The Web site reads, "In worship we
reliably encounter the living God through the scriptures, sermons, hymns and
sacraments" (Worship). Thus, FLC's worship finds its focus not in the means of grace,
but in God. Pastor Luckey's preaching, for instance, seeks to draw the congregants into
God's presence so congregants hear a word from the Lord and experience hohstic
fransformation. Likewise, the approach to the Lord's Table differs only in terms of the
means, not the end.
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The theme of reverence for the divine encounter permeated conversations about
God's presence, especially as participants moved into discussions about the Lord's
Supper. According to the participants, coming to church in general, and coming to the
Table in particular, required a certain amount of deference. Stacy talked about her
approach to the altar as being "very solemn" and later noted how the ritual "requires
respect." Jordan approached the subject of respect from the point of inadequacy. He
admitted a sense ofunworthiness when receiving Communion. Nonetheless, Jordan
advised other Christians to go to the altar to receive Communion because, "I think we are
more apt to confess how inadequate we are when we go up to the railing, when we realize
what has happened to make us be welcomed in God's house." Shannon said that when
she observes others communing, she feels "very blessed, very thankftil, very reverent,
and very small." The act of coming to the rail for Eucharist stands as a critical moment in
the worship lives ofFLC congregants. Participation in the Lord's Supper represents more
than a perfiinctory act. It stands as a moment of existential awareness and personal
encounter with the Almighty.
Morgan talked about how the concept of a divine encounter simmied up the
evolution ofher thinking on the Lord's Supper. She said, "I have gone from thinking it's
just a symbol to something that is offered to us in grace and that we really need. [It is] an
encounter with God at that point." Shannon likewise saw participation at the Table as
sharing in the life ofChrist. When considering the hypothetical case of a person unsure of
their participation. Shannon urged the person to use the opportunity "to repent" and then
"to receive Christ ... the body and blood, and know that it's important to do that so you
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have that grace that's given to you by God." Shannon saw the Eucharist as providing the
means by which a person receives God's forgiving grace.
These shared experiences of encountering God at the altar stood out as
particularly interesting in light ofBurge' s article discussed in Chapter 1. Differmg from
those Evangelicals who search for some new twist to bolster their worship experience, the
FLC congregants anticipated a divine encounter every time they came to church and
especially every time they approached the Table. Participants saw their participation in
worship as coming to know God intimately first through the Word and then frilly at the
Table.
Table blessings. I labeled the second subtheme from the Eucharistic section
"table blessings" because without exception the participants in the study expressed
enthusiastic gladness regarding their participation in the Lord's Supper. While the feeling
differed, some participants felt stronger than others, the act of receiving Communion
brought about a positive feeling in all the participants.
Dana seemed the exception to the rule as she expressed muted enthusiasm toward
the Lord's Table. In fact, when I asked what three areas of the Sunday service are most
important to her, she indicated an obligation to include Communion. She commented,
"Well the sermon ... I guess. That's what I really like the most. I should say Communion
shouldn't I?" Later she again used the language of obligation in her comments on the
Eucharist. Then, toward the close of the interview, Dana intimated that she would be
content to retum to monthly rather than weekly Communion. I initially thought Dana
represented a case of a person obviously unmoved by sacramental worship.
A problem with this interpretation ofDana's view of the sacrament came from her
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own testimony. She mentioned how the wine and bread stand as significant symbols of
the Lord's body and blood. She also spoke positively ofworshippers gathered around the
Lord's Table. She even talked about how she feels reverence when receiving the
sacrament and she described it as meaningful. Later when I asked a hypothetical question
about a new member who was uncertain about receiving Communion, Dana indicated
that she would urge the person to receive Communion because of its importance. A
discontinuity appeared to exist between Dana's sentimentality toward the sacrament and
her desire for its regular observance.
Closer consideration ofDana's case revealed a mitigating factor: Dana has
difficultywith the physically demanding and potentially embarrassing aspects ofFLC's
Communion ritual. At FLC the communicants must rise from their seats, walk into a
hallway departing the sanctuary, enter the side enfrance of the chancel, climb three steps,
walk across the chancel area, and then kneel at the rail to receive the elements.
Afterward, the worshippermust rise from the kneeling rail, tum towards the congregation
and descend a small flight of steps (without a hand rail) as they retum to their seats.
While these logistics are minimal for the physically able, they represent a real
complication for Dana. Three times in the interview, she mentioned her difficulties
associated with communing at FLC. First, she talked about the problems her deceased
husband had communing near the end ofhis life. While the church provides Communion
in the pew for the physically challenged, I got the impression that Dana and her husband
refiised the option because it seemed less dignified. Indeed, she spoke of how�^toward
the end ofher husband's life�they continued to go forward only to stop at the bottom of
the steps where the clergy brought the elements to them. Now that Dana's husband has
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passed she has retumed to communing in the ordinary manner.
I did not interpret Dana's experience indicative of a person whose over-familiarity
with the Eucharist led her to view the sacrament with decreased devotion. Rather, Dana
represented a case of one whose physical limitations have caused a bind between pious
participation and the preservation of dignity. Unfortunately, while Dana's case offers rich
insight into the intemal turmoil of those whose lives must conform to a world insensitive
to the particularities of aging, it complicates the data relevant to this study.
Morgan shed light on the experience common among the able-bodied persons at
FLC. When I asked, "Would you tell me what Communion means to you?" she grappled
desperately to find language adequate to the task:
It means . . . God coming,. . . emptying himself for me,. . . coming into
me,. . . making it all new,. . . making it like a . . . that's trivial, I think.
Making it so ... like you can feel renewed to start over. It's God giving
himself to you, so ... I mean, you've got to be pretty ... in awe of that . . .
and reverent of it ... and not take it lightly but want it.
I interpreted the participant's inability to articulate her thoughts as indicative of the layers
and depth ofmeaning that often hampers lucidity. Indeed, her stmggle exemplified the
reason people need art and poetry. Often the indicative mood fails to express adequately
the depth ofhuman feeling. Morgan exemplified this stmggle of language. Her clearest
articulation came when she said in her tongue-tied fi-ustration, "I ... I mean I am so glad
it's there every week." Kelly also stmggled to explain the cormection between her
understanding of the sacrament and her strong desire to commune. I asked her how she
would classify the Eucharist's importance in her spiritual life:
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I think it'd be number one. Basically, without a doubt. It's important to
me�and I can't even describe the importance to me. And that's why I
come to church on Sunday is�^not that alone but if I go to church and they
don't have Eucharist, then I feel as if I'm missing something.
Kelly sees the Eucharist as essential to the Sunday liturgy, so much so that worship
actually becomes less satisfying when devoid of the sacrament.
Pat shares Kelly's sentiment regarding the centrality of the Eucharist to worship,
and like Shannon, she used the food metaphor to explain its importance. She also pushed
the literal-figurative nature of the Eucharist as a meal when she used the metaphor. When
I asked what the Eucharist means to her she replied, "Life. Without it�without that
food�Jesus' body and blood and his gift of the Holy Spirit� . . . we're nothing. It's
impossible to keep going without the food." In the follow-up probe to the question I
asked Pat to classify the Eucharist's importance in her spiritual life. She moved from the
language ofpragmatism to ontology:
[The Eucharist is] very important. I love�I take communion to people�
and I just love being up there and kneeling and knowing that we are taken
care of And knowing, as Martin Luther said�^he would sometimes go to
communion without confessing his sins first just because he knew he
could.
Thus, Pat sees Communion as a sustaining means of grace capable of transforming a
person's life. Furthermore, she enjoys the Communion experience because it brings her
comfort and security, virtues upon which she often reflects while at the altar.
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Another significant insight from Pat's experience came as she explained how she
typically feels as she walks away fi-om the altar. She says, "I'm not skipping down the
steps or anything; just grateftil . . . gratefiil to God . . . grateful that he is." Jordan described
the feeling of reliefhe gets. He said he typically has the sensation ofputting his life in
God's hands. Ashley described her feelings as gratitude. She says that "thankfiilness is
the biggest emotion" she feels when she walks away from the altar. Similarly, Leslie
commented that she also senses deep gratitude following Communion. She noted, "[I'm]
grateful that I had the opportunity to [commune]." Chris said he usually feels joy as he
walks away from the Table. In all these expressions, participants expressed an affirming
affective result coming from their participation in the Lord's Supper. Thus, I explicated
from the study a prevalent concept regarding the act of communing as a powerfiil
spiritual experience in FLC's congregants. Participants in the study varied in their
descriptions of the positive emotional impact of communing. Nonetheless, the act of
communing stood out in all as a positive spiritual experience enhanced by greater
frequency.
Summary
This study demonsfrated that five themes (tolerance as a high moral value,
positive congregational affect, spirituality as active contemplation, preaching as a
formative event, and the Eucharist as a fransforming encounter with God) stood out as
shared experiences from the participants whose lives intersected at the phenomenon of
Word and Table worship at the FLC. The study did not seek to demonsfrate a cause-and-
effect relationship between the worship paradigm and the participants' cognitive
development. Rather, this study sought to explicate the typical experiences of persons
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whose lives intersected at a particular phenomenon.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
This project began with an interest in the convergence ofpreaching, the Lord's
Supper, and spiritual formation. From this convergence, I sought to study congregants
from a particular church that modeled a paradigmatic combination ofbiblical preaching
and weekly, Eucharistic celebration. The FLC congregation provided such an
environment.
Formore than a decade FLC has provided a weekly service ofWord and Table.
The pastor, the Rev. Ron Luckey, steadfastly holds to the supposition that both biblical
preaching and Eucharistic celebration stand together as essential elements in Christian
worship. Preaching holds a place ofhigh respect, but it does not supplant the sacrament.
Similarly, while the service ofHoly Eucharist commands deep congregational devotion
and respect, it likewise never displaced the sermon. FLC offers a rare look into a
congregation that seeks to strike a balance ofWord and Table.
Second, Pastor Luckey and the leadership ofFLC operate under the assimiption
that worship makes a significant impact on the lives of its congregants. According to FLC
leadership, worship matters in the lives ofpeople. The church expects to discover through
its worship the "personality, purposes and promises ofGod [as] revealed . . . through
Jesus Christ" ("Worship").
Congregants in this study answered questions dealing with their perceptions of
FLC in general, their understanding of spirituality and spiritual formation, their
impressions ofPastor Luckey's preaching ministry, and the role the Eucharist plays in
their sense of spiritual well-being. I developed the questions and formed a standardized
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script in order to elicit responses in the participant's own words. I also videotaped the
interviews and transcribed them for accuracy.
Each of the participants made immediate and unsolicited connections between
their worship life at Faith Church and their personal spirituality. Often the participants
lacked language to describe their experiences but the inferences were generally clear.
Interestingly, participants expressed almost no experience of longing for somethingmore
substantial; rather, they expressed clear descriptions of contentment with their church's
approach to worship. No participant expressed the slightest sense of existential distress
mentioned by Burge. While FLC's liturgical approach offered predictabihty, it did not
lead either to boredom or discontent.
Surprisingly, discussions about worship almost never elicited conversations about
music. Throughout the interviews while music clearly held a high value for many of the
participants, they did not confuse worship language with descriptions ofmusical
preferences. For instance, a few participants mentioned singing in the choir. One person
spoke about a level of discomfort with the 6:00 (spoken) service because of the lack of
music while other participants spoke of their deep appreciation for the spoken service.
None of the participants utilized the spoken service as a principal worship venue,
however. Although music remained connected to worship, it never dominated the
category.
The high premium participants placed on social tolerance revealed the most
unexpected discovery in the study. I assumed that a church with such minimal ethnic
diversity would naturally tend towards ethnic and moral similarities. My assumption was
erroneous. For example, though none of the participants broached the subject of
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homosexuality, the inferences conveyed a widespread acceptance of the practice. The
discovery of such ethical tolerance caused me significant levels ofdiscomfort, as my
tradition eschews the notion of compatibility between homosexual behavior and Christian
spiritual formation.
The level ofpositive feelings the study group felt for their church represented
another interesting, ifnot surprising, fmd. My experience with other churches prepared
me to expect some level ofnegativity and underlying discontent. Still the participants in
this study showed no hint ofdiscontent. On the contrary, these people love their church
and enjoy their participation in its ministry. Strangely absent from our conversations was
the desire for innovation and improvement. Participants did not express the desire for
novelty in their worship.
Language remained a stumbling block for the participants when it came to
describing their understanding of a spiritual life. Even though this lack of linguistic
precision frustrated me at first, it soon gave way to another epiphany: The people in this
study were not experts in theology. Instead, participants represented other vocations. I
realized that if the participants demonstrated a mastery of theological nomenclature the
fundamental reliability of the study would have been brought into question. Indeed, the
lack of expertise actually solidified the credibility of the study insofar as the project
sought to examine typical congregants. Typical congregants do not routinely utilize
technical theological jargon.
The cormection between contemplation and social action represented a tension
among the study's participants. The people ofFLC appreciate contemplation. Weekly
worship begins with quiet contemplation in the sanctuary, and the importance of coming
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into the presence ofGod stood out as normative among participants. Nonetheless, the
consensus among participants saw contemplation without social action as insufficient.
The clearest finding of this study elucidated the high value FLC congregants place
on the role ofpreaching in their lives. Participants discussed how preaching brings a
sense ofGod's presence and enriches their lives. Nonetheless, a corollary finding
suggested that the congregation's long-term exposure to high quality preachingmay
create some anxiety about the fliture. Several participants mentioned a level of
uncertainty conceming Pastor Luckey's retirement and the church's subsequent future.
Nonetheless, the anxiety seems to portend the notion that quahty preaching is rare and the
likelihood of replacing Pastor Luckey with a preacher of comparable skills is not great.
Next, the depth of appreciation for weekly Communion stood out as an emphatic
finding from the study. This finding reminded me ofWesley's two types of reverence
regarding the Lord's Supper. The first type he describes as a reverence that comes fi-om
novelty (7: 155). Wesley indicates that a reverence for the sacrament, based in
unfamiliarity, cannot rightly be termed as such. Altematively, tme reverence for the
sacrament always flows from the love and fear ofGod. Essentially, then, he argues that
only through more frequent communion will a person develop a proper (i.e., godly)
reverence for tiie Lord's Supper (7: 155). The study supported Wesley's supposition as it
found that while counter-intuitive to some people, greater frequency in communion
resulted in greater appreciation for it.
Wesley also mentions a common fear among his contemporaries regarding
diminished reverence for the sacrament concomitant with more frequent participation (7:
155). Indeed, many Christian congregants may reject weekly communion because they
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believe the sacrament will become less meaningful. As a pastor for over ten years, I have
encountered substantial anecdotal evidence suggesting this negative sentiment has not
died out among Christians. The syllogism supposes that familiaritywill necessarily breed
contempt. Part ofmymotivation in this dissertation project was to explore whether such a
link exists between more frequent Eucharistic celebrations and its diminished importance
among communicants. The study's findings refiited such a notion. In fact, the research
suggested something quite to the contrary. According to FLC congregants, more frequent
communion led to greater appreciation for the sacrament, not less.
Finally, as I looked for the seven outcomes of spiritual formation I clearly
identified resonances from all seven. The FLC congregants I studied all recognized that
God's grace was operative and necessary in their lives. The language ofgratitude
punctuated their salvation experiences. Secondly, participants recognized the destructive
power of sin and displayed a genuine hunger for righteousness. Signs of this hunger
manifested primarily through participants' willingness to, both heed the Gospel message
(as the Word was read and proclaimed) and to seek forgiveness as a part of their
communing aroimd the Lord's table. Third, the role of community action as part of
sharing in the mission ofGod through creating a just social order (the seventh outcome)
echoed throughout the participants' interviews.
Fourth, the sfrong familial sentiment demonsfrated how important relational
harmony ranked for FLC congregants. Next, the delight the participants expressed in their
church's decision to pour its money and resources into community development
demonstrated a clear desire for proper stewardship. Finally, while determinations of
intemal stmggle remained muted, due to the general nature ofmost questions.
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participants nonetheless offered indications of such interior wrangling.
I concluded that seven of the seven spiritual formation outcomes were present in
FLC participants, which signifies a vibrant spiritual life in the FLC congregation. While
the correlation between the Word and Table paradigm and these outcomes in the lives of
FLC congregants might lack the scientific cause-and-effect relationship some researchers
desire, a sustained argument to the contrary would likewise struggle for support. The fact
that FLC congregants seek spiritual formation through worship and the worship program
has so long followed the Word and Table program suggest that the link is not only
possible but likely.
Research Questions
The goal of this study was not the generalizability ofFLC's worship paradigm for
other communities but to understand the typical experiences the worship program
produced for FLC congregants. Thus, the contribution of this study lies in its analysis of
these real, himian experiences. Specifically, the study explicated the experiences related
directly to the following research questions.
Research Question #1
What level of significance do participants attribute to weekly Sunday worship in
the overall quality of their spiritual lives?
While the Sunday service did not represent for these participants the only source
of spiritual nourishment, its primacy was without question. None of the participants could
speak of their spiritual lives and spirituality apart from the Sunday service. In so far as
the typical FLC congregant reflects the typical Christian worshipper the Sunday service
stands as the prime venue for Christian spiritual formation.
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Second, participants enjoyed a blessed sense of fellowship among the faith
community ofFLC. The Sunday service thus created a central point ofChristian
community in addition to a venue for spiritual formation. The participmts come to church
because they love this community and they love this community because of the effect the
worship has upon them. Finally, the research detected a web of interconnectivity between
both the interior spiritual well-being of the individual and his or her active work in the
community. In other words, the participants exhibited a direct link between the Sunday
service and mission.
Research Question #2
How do participants view the impact of Sunday sermons on their daily lives?
The study underscored the importance Pastor Luckey's preachingministry at
FLC. His use of inductive and narratival forms to communicate biblical theology has had
a major impact on FLC's congregants. The strength of this congregation's spiritual well-
being stands directly proportionate to FLC's pulpit ministry. The sermon's role in the
FLC Sunday service represents a key component in the spiritual formation program of
participants in this study.
Research Question #3
How do participants view the role of the Eucharist in their spiritual formation?
St. Luke's description of open eyes seems particularly descriptive of the manner
in which the Eucharist affects FLC congregants. They approached the Table with awe
and respect but not with terror. A common experience explicated in this study described
participants' awareness ofdrawing close to God around the altar and walking away aware
ofGod's transforming work.
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Implications
The concept ofChristians seeking spiritual transformation through worship seems
self-evident. People go to church to hear a word from the Lord and to pray for themselves
and others. Christians also go to church to draw near to God and to sense that God draws
near to them. Indeed, Christians go to church so that they can place themselves before the
Lord and experience substantive transformation. Not only do individuals intuit a
connection between worship and sanctification, Wesley indicates that the connection
stands as part of the divine plan. He writes, "God knows but one way for man to be happy
like himself; namely, by being like him in holiness" (7: 150) Furthermore, human sharing
in the Lord's Supper provides one of the primary means whereby God ordains this
fransformation to take place. The other principal means of fransformation in the catholic
tradition come by searching the Scriptures and praying.
By definition, spiritual formation involves repositioning the self into greater
aligimient with God. Typically such repositioning indicates a person's need to discover
both the depth ofGod's gracefiil acceptance as well as the spiritually fransforming,
sanctifying work, ofGod. Paradoxically, the former discovery confirms the unconditional
welcoming embrace ofGod while the latter revelation uncovers the ongoing need for
spiritual formation requisite for a satisfying spiritual life. Then, as people begin to
develop in their relationship with God through their realignment with God and God's
purposes, growth necessarilymanifests itself in an outward orientation in service to
others. Stephen B. Bevans and Roger P. Schroeder write, "The church comes to be the
church [original emphasis] as it realizes and recognizes that it is called beyond itself (9).
What holds as true as a corporate reality is likewise true for the individual as well.
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Realignment with the Lord thus inevitably alters believers' orientation in relationship
with the world and leads them toward the joyful work of reconciling the world to God.
Surprisingly, this study discovered while only one participant possessed any prior
knowledge of spirituality as a discipline, all the participants articulated virtually identical
sensibilities regarding positive spiritual development. The language each participant used
described the essence of a spiritual life consistent with active contemplation.
Not surprisingly, participants in this study reflected a healthy sense of spiritual
well-being. The study further demonstrated a definite link between FLC's liturgical life
and its congregants' individual sense of shalom. A reasonable suggestion contends that
no good rationale exists for withholding either bibhcal preaching or weekly communion
fi-om Christian worshippers. Conversely, strong evidence indicates potential for
substantial congregational benefits occur when a liturgical paradigm revolves around
weekly biblical preaching and Holy Eucharist.
Implications for Spiritiial Directors
Those persons who serve the church through the ministry of spiritual direction
offer a valuableministiy. People are not solitary creatures and as such they are greatiy
aided by the care of others. The ministry of spiritual direction encompasses a great
number of facets that most of this study cannot adequately address. However, the study
does seek to address one part of a prescription for wholeness: weekly participation in the
service ofWord and Table.
Spiritual directors often utilize the sacramental means of grace as part of their
overall program ofdiscipleship. A director will tiius often include the suggestion of
routine participation in the Eucharist for those persons seeking accelerated spiritual
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growth. While the suggestion of increasing a person's sacramental observance certainly
provides direction consistent with the catholic worshipping tradition, the correlating
relationship between communing and spiritual growth demands fiirther exploration.
Perhaps fiiture studies will pursue this concept in more detail.
Implications for Preachers
As mentioned in the previous chapter, most preachers want to preach well. Some
have natural giftedness for pulpit ministry while others do not. The lack of gifledness
may not, however, necessarily indicate vocational displacement. Many people have
testified to inadequacies in ministry. Indeed, God might call a person to a particular
ministry precisely because ofone's weaknesses. Regardless of one's natural aptitude for
preaching, several homiletical implications rise from this study:
� Preaching requires carefiil, prayerful attention.
� Preaching should always seek to expose a biblical text.
� Preaching becomes more effective the more narritval its form ofdelivery.
� Preaching becomes more effective as the preacher seeks to convey a word from
the Lord instead of a particular program or proclivity of the preacher.
Pastor Lucky' s approach to preaching embraces all of these implications. Further
research might seek the manner in which these characteristics can be applied to other
settings.
Implications for Pastors
In most churches pastors confrol the liturgy. I recall from my first parish a
meeting where someone spoke of the morning's Communion service. The person
mentioned how powerfully they sensed God's presence at the Table that day. I indicated
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to this person that if the decision were mine our congregation would celebrate
Communion every week. To which a board member said, "We thought it was [origmal
emphasis] up to you." From that day on the Grassy Lick United Methodist Church
celebrated Holy Eucharist every week.
Naturally, pastors must understand and relate to the sacramental sensibilities of
their congregants. Many churches possess deeply entrenched opposition toward weekly
Communion. Nevertheless, pastoral ministry demands many different struggles with both
intemal and extemal conflict as they contemplate prescriptions for the spiritual well-
being of their flocks. Some pastors even discover that their congregants are capable of
rejecting pastoral care no matter how well intentioned the pastor. Still, pastoral ministry
demands careful consideration ofpractical decisions rooted in Christian theology.
This study concludes by offering a strong polemic for pastors to consider
prayerfully the potential benefits of leading their congregations toward weeklyWord and
Table worship. The following process could help begin the transition process for
congregations with strong opposition to weekly Eucharist:
� Begin a short course study on the role of the Eucharist.
� Initiate a program of increasing Eucharistic frequency. If a church communes
quarterly, perhaps the pastor could considermoving to monthly celebration. If the church
celebrates monthly maybe the pastor could seek to increase to weekly Communion during
significant seasons (e.g., Advent and Lent).
� Pastors should pay attention to positive testimonials and share them widely.
Limitations of the Study
Selecting a single church in one particular part of the country from a
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denomination bent towards historic liturgy narrowed the study's focus. The combination
of social location, contracted sample size, and a particular worshipping tradition also
limited the findings of the study. While the project did accomplish the stated purpose of
expressing a typical experience at FLC, the limited generalizability of the study for other
congregations represented its greatest limitation.
Second, Pastor Luckey is a much loved pastor. He has served faithfiilly the FLC
congregation formore than two decades. Despite nearing retirement he remains energetic
forministry in the church and eager to serve the world outside the Church as well. The
congregation understands him as he is: open, honest, thoughtfiil, contemplative, spiritual,
and kind. Certainlymany recognize his personal faults as well. What came across
strongly, though, was the love and admiration that the FLC congregation has for him. The
people ofFLC know he loves them and they share his sentiment. The complex mixture of
personal charisma and deft aptitude make Ron Luckey an exceptional pastor under
anyone's definition. Nonetheless, Pastor Luckey's personal charm and vocational skill
likewise represented a problem in that they offered a best-case scenario for the research.
The fact remains that many churches do not have such qualities in their senior clergy. The
role of the pastor's personality adds a significant variable and fiirther limits the study's
generalizability.
The researcher-designed interview accounted for a third limitation to the study. I
designed the questionnaire through a laborious process of researchingmethodology,
substantial peer review process, and reflections from a mock study with a similar
congregation. As I progressed through each step, I modified the instrument seeking as
perfect an instrument as possible. Nevertheless, throughout the course of the actual study
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I frequently realized questions I would have liked to have asked but could not due to
methodological constraints. Ultimately, no matter how carefiil the design, I often felt I
could have done more to improve the interview.
Conclusion
The stories of the participants from FLC provided the study with rich insights into
their personal experiences. These participants told stories of a congregation devoted to
the Lord and committed to mission. The fact that these parishioners follow a pattem of
worship as old as the church itself and yet testify to its freshness, vibrancy, and potential
for spiritual formation raises important issues for pastors and spiritual directors.
Many clergy face decisions about how to lead and feed their congregation. Pastors
often attend classes and seminars designed to help churches grow and sfrategize for the
fliture. This study describes a congregation whose story applied the biblical wisdom of
looking back in order to move forward. Pastor Luckey helped FLC develop a program for
spiritual growth by doing what Christians have done for the most of twenty centuries:
focus on Word and Table as a paradigm for weekly worship.
This study has sfrengthened my conviction that both preaching and sacraments
hold a significant place in the role of spiritual formation. Moreover, I am further
convinced that the Lord's Supper provides illumination and energy to the proclamation of
Scripture. The study obligates me to strive for excellence inmy preaching while
simultaneously relying upon the means of grace to reveal effectively and fully the will of
God to persons under my pastoral care. Stiiving to preach faithfully the gospel, through
careflil exposition of the biblical, text allows the Holy Spirit a means through which to
begin igniting a holy fire in tiie hearers, so that when they come to the Table their eyes
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will be opened, and they will see the risen Lord present in their midst.
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APPENDIX A
Standardized, Open-Ended Interview
Researcher: Joseph Boysel
Case: Faith Lutheran Church, Lexington, KY
Section I: The participant's relationship to the church
1 . Let's begin with some general background questions: Would you please tell me how
you came to be a part of the Faith Church?
2. Wonderful. Now, if you can, I want you to think back to the first time you came to
Faith Church; what, specifically, appealed to you during that visit?
Probe: Was there anything you didn't like or that felt strange?
{optional probe) It could be the way people dressed, the style ofworship, the
religious garb of the leaders, the intemal sense ofhospitality you received, etc.
Probe: How did you handle that?
3. How has your opinion about Faith Church changed since your first impression?
4. When you think about Faith Church, what sorts offeelings do you have?
Probe: If you had to identify one thing about your church that brings out positive
feelings, what would it be?
Probe: Now this might be a little tricky, but would you describe for me the
positive feelings you've experienced?
5. Suppose I was new in town and looking for a church, how would you describe your
church to me?
6. What do you think makes Faith a special congregation in the Lexington area?
Section II: The participant's sense of spiritual wellbeing
Up to this point we've been talking about Faith Church in general. Now, I want to ask
you a series of questions about your life, in particular. Is that ok?
7. Would you describe for me your understanding of a spiritual life?
Probe: What would a healthy spirituality look like?
Probe: What about a poor spirituality; what would that look like?
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8. Would you describe the general quality of your own spirituality right now?
9. What sorts of things do you believe contribute to a positive spiritual hfe?
10. What sorts of things do you believe contribute to a negative spiritual life?
Section III: The participant's opinions and feelings about the worship program
We're about halfway through the interview, now, and from my point ofview, it's going
very well. How are you feeling? Great! We are going to change gears again and now I'm
going to ask you some questions about Sunday worship at Faith Church, ok?
1 1 . What do you think about your church's overall approach to worship?
12. Pretend that I've never visited Faith Church. Take me into a typical Sunday: what
takes place in the worship service?
Probe: In your opinion, why is the service designed this way?
13. What three areas of the Sunday service are most important to you?
Probe: What is it about these areas that make them significant?
14. Describe the typical Sunday sermon when Pastor Luckey is preaching.
Probe: What types of things do you tend to remember from his sermons?
1 5. How would you describe the impact that Sunday sermons (esp. Pastor Luckey's)
have on your spiritual life?
Probe: What is the best part about Pastor Luckey's preaching?
Probe: What, if anything, would you change about his preaching?
16. Now this next question is a somewhat difficult one to answer, but would you tell me
how a sermon can be important even if you can't necessarily recall what was said in the
sermon?
1 7. Would you explain to me what Communion (or "the Eucharist" or the "Lord's
Supper") means to you?
Probe: How would you classify its importance in your spiritual life?
1 8. Would you describe how you feel when you approach the altar to take Communion?
Probe: How do you feel when you walk away from the altar?
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Probe: How do you feel when, even for legitimate reasons, it has been a while
since you were able to receive Communion?
1 9. Would you tell me how your thinking on Communion has evolved over time?
20. Suppose a new person started coming to Faith Church and despite having been
baptized, she remained uncertain about taking communion. If she asked you for advice
on whether or not she should take Communion, how would you advise her?
21 . Would you describe what benefits, if any, come from receiving Communion?
Probe: In your opinion how often does a person have to receive Communion
before you'd consider it too much?
Probe: Which is a greater danger: taking Communion too often or not often
enough and why?
22. This next question is particularly important to the study. How, in your opinion, has
the combination ofpreaching and weekly Communion impacted the overall quality of
your spiritual life?
Section IV: Wrap up
23. That covers everything I wanted ask. Is there anything you would like to add?
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